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We believe in the power of good storytelling, and we hope the stories that we tell inspire you 
to live an empowered and impassioned life. 
 
We are the forever-present, eclectic, intelligent, bright and cheery voice of WKU’s student 
body. 
 
We’re forever connected to our Hill and dedicated to serving our community through 
high-quality journalism, stunning photography, and quirky, relatable content. 
 
We are the Talisman.
ABOUT THE COVER: The twins in this photograph are centered 
in the frame in a symmetrical pose, representing balance within 
a wider setting. The white shirts are eye-catching and provide 
contrast from the red background of the theatre seats. Cover photo 
illustration by Emily Moses.
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*not an editorial board member
Portrait by MORGAN BASS
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DEAR READER, 
For this issue, our editorial board wanted to focus on the theme of “balance,” something we knew would resonate 
with people — particularly students — because it’s something everyone is seeking in one way or another. The word 
“balance” may conjure up mental images of symmetry, tightrope walkers and busy people struggling to handle perhaps 
too many responsibilities. While we wanted to explore these more conventional interpretations of balance, we also 
wanted to explore the opposite of balance — instability, distortion and a loss of control. 
As students, we’re expected to juggle so many things, and we often fear if we don’t do so perfectly in the moment, 
our careers and the rest of our lives will suffer. But this isn’t necessarily the case — achieving balance requires a 
journey and a process, and it’s not often easy. And that’s OK. In fact, much of our lives can feel off balance and out of 
proportion, and we at the Talisman wanted to explore this idea. 
We wanted to explore stories about seeking balance and the resilience of people as they have adapted to what life has 
thrown at them, like in “Mother load” (page 8), which illustrates how three student mothers balance classes, taking 
care of their children and the other responsibilities of their lives, and “What is left” (page 34), one woman’s story about 
her identity being stolen and her life before and after the incident. 
We also wanted to explore more physical aspects of balance, like how ceramics students balance their work on 
pottery wheels in “The dirty art kids” (page 44) and how just as they mold their work, their work molds them. Our 
photo staff captured moments that illustrate the various student experiences on and off campus in “24 hours” (page 
74). 
As students ourselves at the Talisman, the theme of “balance” spoke to us personally. We pour ourselves into creating 
content for our readers while also juggling classes, additional jobs and other responsibilities. Though it’s difficult to 
achieve this balance, we embrace the journey and put love and care into the learning process. As you read these stories, 





A vast sea of blonde waves lies perfectly atop your head
I want to float in them until I drown 
I feel vacant and frail as the waves hurl me onto the damp sand
I lie there blistering under the rays of desire
Your innocent hand shoves the past angrily down my throat
Suddenly I’m choking on the souvenirs of our love
The darkness that seeps through my walls is blinding 
Not even your gold wire-rimmed Ray Bans could protect my eyes
It’s beginning to cool just enough to remind me that summer is gone 
Autumn snatched you up, took bites out of you, then spit you up in chunks
But the colors of you are still stitched through me like an old sweater
Browns and blues and greens fill my vision 
So now I stay inside and sit by the fire. Its flames rock me to sleep
They wrap me in heat, almost as warm as you once kept me
You are the leaves that changed, decided to float away with the wind
I am the tree: now barren and naked and standing alone 
But I am rooted so deep in your soil; I was planted years ago
Will I ever sprout again? Will leaves ever grow back?
With each step, the breeze whispers harsh truths in my ear
You always hated the wind, and trust me, now I do too
That warm feeling autumn  
took from me
poem by HAILEE LUNTE photo illustration by BAILEY COOKE
POET’S STATEMENT: Autumn is a season of change, and in this case, an interruption of stability. Change is  
unpleasant and often shockingly unexpected, especially when it’s a person you once knew so well. People changing is 
inevitable; it’s part of life. However, it does not make it an easier pill to swallow. This poem is about feeling as though 





story by CLAIRE DOZER
Before class, Ranney feeds her daughter, Persephone, a bottle in the religious studies lounge of Cherry Hall. Ranney and Persephone 
share their feeding times, which often requires Ranney to eat while feeding her baby. “I don’t get anything done. I’m just going to put 
that out there,” Ranney said. (Photo by August Gravatte)
At 19 years old, Scottsville 
senior Savannah Ranney was 
entering the second half of 
her college career and her first 
trimester of pregnancy. She was 
worried about what was to come 
with blending her current student 
life and impending mom life. 
However, it wasn’t shocking to 
her that she got pregnant because 
she didn’t use contraceptives due 
to her body’s negative response to 
birth control, and she didn’t use 
condoms due to her sensitivity to 
latex.
“It was bound to happen 
eventually,” she said.
Ranney commutes to WKU 
from Scottsville daily with her 
infant daughter, Persephone. 
She has never doubted attending 
college, despite being only the 
second person in her family to 
attend after her mother. She is 
double-majoring in psychological 
sciences and religious studies 
despite her desire to get away 
from her religious upbringing 
in Scottsville. When she began 
to question the beliefs  of her 
community, she decided to study 
religion to uphold her religious 
reasoning.    
Putting her education on hold 
to take on the role of a full-time 
mom was never an option. 
“Education has always been my 




OPPOSITE TOP: A few moments after Persephone bumped her head, Ranney comforts her with 
playful laughter in the religious studies lounge on the third floor of Cherry Hall. Ranney said that 
smiling when comforting an upset baby helps calm them down and teaches them they’ll be OK 
even when a situation is scary. (Photo by August Gravatte) 
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Naftel organizes cookies by shape during snack time. During “centers” 
time, children have the opportunity to split up and learn independently. (Photo by Reed Mattison)
Just a week after April 1, 2019, the day her daughter was born, 
Ranney was back in class with Persephone dressed in her “Fresh 
Outta Mommy” onesie in a car seat at Ranney’s feet.
Taking a baby to class isn’t without its hardships. There are times 
when Ranney has to step out of class to change a dirty diaper or 
quiet Persephone’s echoing babbles. Also, while walking up the 
Hill may be strenuous for some students, walking up the Hill with 
a stroller containing an infant, a diaper bag and a book bag is 
exasperating. 
“Walking up the Hill with wheels of any kind is impossible,” 
Ranney said.  
However, Ranney said that many of her professors are extremely 
supportive toward both of them and that they enjoy having 
Persephone in class almost daily. 
When Persephone is not in class with Ranney, she stays at Ranney 
and Persephone’s home, where they live with Persephone’s father 
and grandfather. Despite the exhaustion, sleepless nights and 
instances of her baby eating her homework, she never forgets to 
take advantage of the better times. 
“There’s the moments where they’re smiling and happy and they 
just look at you with all the love in the world and you’re like, all 
right, I guess it’s fucking worth it,” she said.
Ranney is on track to graduate at the end of this semester, being 
a part of the 2% of teen mothers in America who finish college 
before the age of 30, according to the National Conference of 
State Legislatures.
Another person in that 2% is Catherine Miller, a Russellville 
junior, who had her sights set on her volleyball career at Kentucky 
Wesleyan College in the fall semester of 2017 until she discovered 
she was pregnant at 18. She decided to move to Bowling Green 
to attend WKU where she could be closer to family to help her 
raise her daughter, Aeron, who is now 1 year old. Miller, now 20, 
knew that she would still continue her education for the sake of 
her daughter.
“I knew I needed to finish my degree to give both of us a better 
lifestyle,” she said.
Miller remembers seeing other young pregnant students at 
Kentucky Wesleyan and questioning how they were handling 
pregnancy and school at once. She never expected to become 
pregnant herself and said she was scared when she found out.  
“I didn’t have the answers to anything,” she said.
Her first weeks at WKU were difficult. She was juggling two 
jobs, going to classes, completing assignments and dealing with 
the stress of knowing she was pregnant. After Aeron was born, 
Miller enrolled her at a local daycare, where Miller began to 
work after leaving her previous jobs to spend more time with her 
daughter. 
“Time management has been a huge thing for me, and I’m still 
not the best at it,” she said.
Weighing out her time at home doing work with time spent 
bonding with her daughter has been a challenge. 
“I feel like when I’m not at work or not in class, I need to be 
spending time with her because she’s been at daycare all day 
long, and it’s hard to find that balance of doing homework versus 
watching her grow up because I don’t want to miss that time,” 
Miller said.     
Because her brother and sister also live in Bowling Green, Miller 
can depend on them to help out when a few extra hours of sleep or 
studying are needed. Despite the lost sleep and study time, Miller 
said she would never take back being a mom. 
Miller’s experience with informing professors of her daughter 
has not gone as well as Ranney’s. Some professors, she said, 
are understanding of the days when she is not able to be in 
class because of her duties as a mother. She also said that other 
professors have seen this as a cover-up for not completing her 
student responsibilities. She said she rarely brings up her daughter 
when talking to professors to avoid using motherhood as an 
excuse. Despite this, she said that a professor in the past has 
insinuated that Miller was lying about having a child at all when 
she mentioned her daughter affecting an assignment.
Like Ranney, 40-year-old Bowling Green native Tonya Naftel also 
sees her daughter in class. However, Naftel’s daughter is a 19-year-
old registered student at WKU. Naftel has been an on-and-off 
student at WKU since 2002. Three children later, she is back to 
finish her degree in early childhood education to help with her 
job as a preschool teacher at The Foundry, a nonprofit Christian 
community center in Bowling Green. She said that the struggles 
she faced in childhood allow her to help the children in her class 
who are in similar situations.
Naftel was married at 16 and a mom of three by 20. She grew 
up in a trailer park in Bowling Green with her parents and moved 
to Richardsville when she married her husband, where she still 
lives today. It was not until she was 23, when one of her children’s 
teachers encouraged her to go back to school, that education 
became a priority. She was more concerned with having electricity 
in her family’s trailer than her schooling. 




Every weekday, Savannah Ranney commutes from Scottsville and walks from the Park Street Lot to campus while pushing a stroller, along 
with carrying her baby bag and her own school supplies. “I appreciate being able to walk up the stairs when I don’t have her because WKU is 
not handicap accessible, let me tell you,” Ranney said. (Photo by August Gravatte)
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After getting her GED at 19, Naftel began taking 15 credit 
hours per week at WKU in 2002. At that time she had three 
children under the age of 8, making it difficult to be able 
to commute to campus from Richardsville during the day, 
come home to do laundry and cook dinner at night, then stay 
up until 3 a.m. to write a paper and begin the next day at 
7 a.m. to repeat the process. After three semesters of this 
cycle, she decided to take a break and focus on taking care 
of her husband and children. 
“Being a mom was my number one job, so I had to put 
school and myself on the back burner,” she said.
As a mother of three self-sufficient adults who are 19, 21 
and 23, she said she appreciates the freedom that comes 
with being able to attend classes without having to care for 
young children like she did two decades ago. She continues 
to see her daughter on campus and even had class with 
her daughter in her first semester back at WKU. Naftel said 
she appreciates the fact that she had her children so young 
because of whom it has made her today. 
“I feel like I grew up with my kids because I was so young,” 
she said.
Naftel is on track to finish her degree in the fall of 2021 
and be a part of the 25% of college students who come 
from low socioeconomic status who will graduate with 
an undergraduate degree, according to the American 
Psychological Association. She wants to continue working 
at The Foundry as a preschool teacher.
She drives children home when parents are unable to be 
at the center on time, does home visits with the children to 
be able to understand the child more in-depth and said she 
makes it her personal job to ensure every child feels worthy 
as a person and a student. 
“I love what I do,” she said. “I love being with the kids.”
Ranney, Miller and Naftel all mention that despite the 
difficult times, it will always be worth it. 
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“There’s the moments where they’re smiling and 
happy and they just look at you with all the love in 
the world and you’re like, all right, I guess it’s  
fucking worth it.” 
-Savannah Ranney
Ranney holds Persephone while taking notes and listening to her professor’s lecture in her Christianity class. “I’m excited to see what she 
does in the future,” Ranney said. “We are trying to set her up for success.” (Photo by August Gravatte)
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story by ANNALEE HUBBS photos by ALEX BAUMGARTEN
TAP AFTER HOURS
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Shuffle, shuffle, heel, dig. Shuffle, pick-up, flap.The punch of an unfamiliar combination of words 
and the heavy sound of feet shuffling against vinyl may be 
heard throughout Gordon Wilson Hall on the occasional 
weeknight. It can be difficult to concentrate on the rumble 
when the feet shuffle to their own rhythm; however, there 
comes a moment when the rumbling stops, and the feet 
shuffle, heel and dig in unison. The sound is powerful — 
the sound is tap dancing.
To reach that powerful unity, the dancers are gathered 
into a studio and choreographed to a tap dance routine 
by Amanda Clark, a WKU dance professor and the dance 
program coordinator. 
“Do it again,” Clark said with a smile as the dancers 
tapped along to “Survivor” by Destiny’s Child.
Clark, who is from Kokomo, Indiana, has been a professor 
at WKU since 2005. She received her bachelor’s degree in 
dance performance from Oklahoma City University and her 
master’s degree in dance from the University of Oklahoma. 
She said she knew teaching was her passion as soon as she 
graduated college.
“Regardless of whether I’m tired, stressed or worried 
about something, when I go to teach, I forget about all of 
that,” Clark said.
When she initially went off to begin her undergraduate 
degree, Clark thought she wanted to dance professionally. 
She said she most likely would have danced in a jazz 
company after school, but by senior year, she discovered 
teaching was her passion. Though teaching at her mother’s 
dance studio was an option, she sought out higher 
education. 
Clark typically manages several positions within 
WKU’s dance program. Along with teaching tap, jazz, 
choreography and dance pedagogy, Clark is the dance 
program coordinator. She oversees the budget, recruitment 
and scheduling for the program, and she is the artistic 
director for the Dance Company, WKU’s company that 
performs pieces choreographed by faculty.
However, Clark is spending the fall 2019 semester on 
sabbatical co-writing her first book, a dance appreciation 
textbook for nondancers. She has never taken a sabbatical 
before and said she felt like it was a good time to. 
“I wasn’t feeling like I needed a break, but I knew a break 
could always be healthy,” Clark said. 
She said the first week back from summer break was 
hard; it drove her crazy to not be on campus, see the 
students or be involved.
It was then that she decided she would reach out to 
students to see who would be interested in getting together 
outside of class and “playing with tap phrases.” Clark said 
within minutes, she was receiving enthusiastic responses 
from dancers. 
“It was just about playing around and seeing where 
things go,” she said. “I had a goal to challenge myself with 
different types of music and to think outside the box.”
While Clark enjoys all genres of dance, she said she is 
especially interested in tap and has been since she started 
dancing at 2 years old. She practiced tap, ballet and jazz 
throughout her childhood and concentrated on them as an 
undergraduate. 
To Clark, tap is unique and important in dance education. 
She said she wanted to keep herself choreographically 
sharp while on sabbatical.
“Going into the studio to teach is what keeps me 
grounded and refreshed,” she said. “It’s rejuvenating.” 
Along with coming back to campus to teach the 
occasional tap dancing class, Clark has taken on additional 
roles. She is serving as a faculty mentor for three seniors as 
they choreograph The Dance Project, the program’s annual 
student-choreographed concert held every February. She 
is the faculty adviser for an honors capstone experience 
project that will be defended in December, and she is 
assisting two students with their faculty undergraduate 
student engagement, or FUSE, grants.
Amanda Clark checks in on one of her students, Taylor Boulier, 
during class. Clark said she wants to help make her students 
well-rounded, smart and employable. 
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As a mentor for The Dance Project, Clark said she serves 
as a “sounding board” for the seniors as they navigate the 
creative process.
“She always pushes us, and you know she cares for you,” 
said Elise Wilham, a Louisville senior and dance major. “When 
she gives you a suggestion, you want to follow through. We all 
trust her a lot.” 
In the dance studio on Sept. 18, a dancer asked, “Where 
does the heel drop?” 
“Listen,” Clark said. 
The dancers held their feet still and watched as Clark’s feet 
demonstrated the dance phrase in the mirror across from 
them. They listened to the sound of the metal taps on vinyl, 
soon to replicate them.
Wilham, who has been dancing since she was 5 years old 
and is currently the president of the WKU National Dance 
Education Organization student chapter, has taken a class 
with Clark every semester since her freshman year. She just 
completed a FUSE grant, during which she was mentored by 
Clark through the whole research process.
Wilham received her FUSE grant to attend the Big Apple Tap 
Festival in New York City. She said she studied contemporary 
female tap dancers and was able to take classes with female 
tap dancers firsthand. Clark attended the festival with her. 
“She works magic,” Wilham said. She said she believes 
Clark is special because she manages to be specific for each 
individual dancer in the class — she doesn’t generalize. 
“There’s a spark behind her eye when she’s teaching class,” 
she said.
Wilham said when she came to WKU as a freshman, she 
didn’t see the potential and importance of tap dancing as a 
career. Now, she is completing an honors capstone experience 
project on tap history and contemporary tap, and Clark is her 
adviser. 
“Without her, I would be a completely different dancer,” she 
said.
There are two collegiate dance programs in Kentucky, and 
WKU’s program is the only one accredited by the National 
Association of Schools of Dance. The accreditation signifies 
a pledge to seek optimum learning conditions for dance 
students and develop the strength and quality of dance in 
higher education by assisting institutional members and their 
faculty to do their best work, according to the association.
“We find it very important for our students to get a well-
19
rounded education,” Clark said. “Today, it is essential for 
dancers, and they will be asked to do everything.”
Dance majors at WKU are required to take classes in ballet, 
modern, jazz and tap. Clark said it is rare for jazz to be 
incorporated in dance programs, and even more rare for tap, 
which just recently became a required class for dance majors. 
“We’re trying to help our students become as marketable — 
as employable — as they can be,” she said. 
Clark is especially interested in the history of tap dancing.
“Tap is unique from the other dance genres,” Clark said. “You 
go to a ballet class and a plié is a plié, a tendu is a tendu. You 
go to a tap class and what one person calls a pick-up, another 
person calls a pull-back.”
Tap dancing was first brought to the United States in the 19th 
century during the transatlantic slave trade, Clark said. Rooted 
in African, Irish and English dance, white slaveholders learned 
tap dancing by observing their slaves dance on plantations. 
Tap dancing flourished as an art form during the 1920s 
through the 1940s, and it developed parallel to jazz music. 
Clark said it was a style of dance that was performed with jazz 
musicians in night clubs and ballrooms. 
During the ‘70s and ’80s, modern dancers took the concert 
aspects of their modern dance training and combined it with 
their traditional tap training to form a concert tap style of 
dance, having sought out African American tap dancers as 
mentors. 
“It was the idea of having a concept, something deeper 
behind a piece rather than it being just for entertainment,” 
Clark said. 
There are three main styles of tap dancing: buck-and-wing, 
Broadway and rhythm. 
Buck-and-wing tap dancing is very heavy and flat-footed, 
while Broadway tap dancing is high energy and is done up on 
the balls of the feet. Broadway consists of a large ensemble in 
unison, dancing to a steady beat and using the lines of their 
upper body.
Rhythm tap dancing, however, is the style that Clark 
primarily teaches her students. This style uses more of the heel 
and different parts of the foot and shoe and focuses less on the 
upper body. Clark said she doesn’t want her students to focus 
too much on upper body training but instead focus on feeling 
the music’s rhythm.
When the chorus of “Survivor” blared throughout the dance 
studio on Sept. 18, the dancers tapped with the same gusto and 
The tap class meets for an hour during each session. There are about 
10 to 12 students in the class, which meets whenever it works for 
everyone’s schedule.
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impact as the beat suggested — the lyrics, “I’m 
a survivor, I’m not gon’ give up,” affirmed their 
power.
Clark led the group as they tapped their way 
through the routine once again. There came 
a moment when she stopped tapping, turned 
around to face the dancers and just watched.
“Don’t let me stop you,” she said when the 
dancers hesitated to continue without her. 
Front and center during the entire dance 
practice was Lexi Rice, a senior dance major 
from New Albany, Indiana. Having tap danced 
since she was 2 years old, Rice said dancing is 
a way for her to express herself without using 
words.
“The stage is when I allow myself to be me,” 
she said. “There’s no better feeling than being 
able to be myself, to be free with a piece of 
music — just dancing.”
Rice said when she came to WKU, there were 
not a lot of tap dancers. She said Clark had heard 
by word of mouth that Rice and Wilham had tap 
shoes and was thrilled to bring new life to the 
program.
Before Clark went on sabbatical, Rice had 
a class with her and was cast in at least one of 
her Dance Company routines every semester. In 
addition to Wilham, Rice is another one of the 
students choreographing The Dance Project that 
Clark is advising.
Rice said coming in as a freshman, many 
students are scared of Clark’s honesty. She said 
Clark can be very blunt, but being realistic is 
what makes the dancers trust her so much — she 
doesn’t sugarcoat.
“She always says to us, ‘I know you’re 
struggling, but you’re doing a good job,’” Rice 
said.
Rice recalled a time when she had a 
breakdown from struggling with school and had 
to attend Clark’s dance class.
Rice said Clark looked at her and said, “‘I 
don’t know where you need to be right now, but 
it’s not here. Go find that place.’”
Because of this, Rice said she finds her 
relationship with Clark to be personal.
“I don’t think Amanda realizes just how strong 
and amazing of a human she is,” she said. “I 
don’t think she realizes how much she does for 
us.”
Clark will return from her sabbatical in spring 
2020. Until then, she can be found near the 
sound of the thick-heeled, metal-tapped shoes 
rumbling in a dance studio on the occasional 
weeknight. 
OPPOSITE TOP: Louisville freshman Rylie McDonald 
relaxes with her classmates when class is over. Due to its 
informal and casual environment, Amanda Clark said it’s 
more of a gathering than a class. At the end of tap class, 
they gather and talk about what is coming up. The students 
talk about how stressed they are about the rest of the se-
mester, and Clark said that she’ll be stressed about writing 
her book. OPPOSITE BOTTOM: After class, some of the 
students quickly sit on the dance floor to relax. When it 
comes to dance, Clark said that she is “always trying to find 
new ways to use the foot.” BELOW: Amanda Clark (left) 
teaches a night tap class on the second floor of Gordon 
Wilson Hall, and Lexi Rice (right) and her classmates follow 
the class. Even though Clark is on sabbatical, she still comes 
to her office in Gordon Wilson to meet with students and 
sometimes to write. But since her office is right down the 
hall from the dance studio, she said it can be hard to con-
centrate due to the sounds of dancing and music.
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Maddie Rediker and Cameron Blankenship did not expect to fall in 
love during high school in their hometown of Louisville, especially 
considering a concussion, a torn ligament and an Instagram direct 
message is what brought them together.
Neither of them expected the drastic differences they would 
encounter during their relationship.
Rediker, now a sophomore at WKU, was a high school freshman 
with a concussion and Blankenship, now in the Army, was then a 
high school senior with a torn ligament when they made eye contact 
in the athletic trainer’s office at their high school. Blankenship 
thought she was cute and decided to send her a direct message 
a few weeks later. They then began dating. They celebrated their 
fourth anniversary of dating in September 2019.
Both admitted there is more than just one specific, defining 
difference in the relationship. 
“I feel like our whole entire lives are different,” Rediker said.
Rediker and Blankenship began dating near the time that the 2016 
presidential campaign began, which made the beginning of their 
relationship challenging.
“It was hard for us as a couple and for the country as a whole,” 
Rediker said. “It was definitely a topic that we did not want to talk 
about, especially as a couple. Being so different in that aspect, it got 
rough, and we fought about it in the first months constantly.” 
Rediker grew up with a more liberal family while Blankenship 
is used to more conservative ideals and values. Rediker and 
Blankenship did not spend much time together in the days after the 
presidential election, as they needed time to separately process the 
national developments.  
The first year of dating was difficult and sensitive, Blankenship 
said. Four years later, he said, laughing, that what was hard and 
intense at the time is now something to joke about and keep in the 
past.
They said they each decided they should communicate their 
beliefs with each other and thought it was the best way to go 
about resolving their daily fights. Eventually, they said they realized 
fighting during the early stages was what made them stronger as a 
couple.
“I think because of how touchy things were at the beginning is 
why this works out now,” Blankenship said.
Following the trials and tribulations of the election, Blankenship 
said the three-year age gap between the two of them was another 
significant difference they had.
“Most of our relationship was when she was in high school and still 
had the high school drama that I thought was dumb,” Blankenship 
said with a laugh.
Rediker said despite the age gap, it felt like a normal high school 
relationship due to the fact that Blankenship did not have his license 
for the first few months of their relationship. She said this allowed 
her family to become comfortable with him due to how often they 
all interacted together since family members had to drive them 
around to hang out.  
“My mom liked that he couldn’t drive his senior year because we 
were sort of forced to get to know him,” Rediker said. “Now we are 
constantly getting questions about when we are getting married.”
Blankenship has since moved from Bowling Green to Fort Mitchell 
in Cincinnati and is working as a motor mechanic sergeant. Rediker 
said she never thought she would be dating someone involved with 
the military due to all of the constant movement and unknowns of 
the job. This aspect of their relationship is yet another challenge 
they have to overcome as a couple, Rediker said.
“I am not going to say that I was not upset about him going — at 
the end of the day, I love him, and if this is what makes him happy, 
then I need to support him,” Rediker said, smiling.
Ethan Williams, a junior from Gallatin, Tennessee, has been 
friends with Blankenship and Rediker since the spring semester 
of 2019. He said even though he has not been friends with them 
for a long time, he has observed how their relationship has held its 
strength.
Williams said he believes that Rediker and Blankenship understand 
their differences and do not see them as a hindrance to their 
relationship. Their ultimate goal is to be there and care for each 
other, he said.
“I think what makes their relationship so strong is that they are so 
self-aware of their differences and they choose to work past them 
rather than ignore them,” Williams said.  
He has witnessed their devotion to each other during their shared 
time at WKU as well as during the trials of long distance.
“She is willing to drop out and go live with him,” Williams said 
about how devoted Rediker is to maintaining her and Blankenship’s 
relationship while he is away. 
They have been together through many trials, and while they have 
remained constant as a couple, these tribulations have helped each 
of them grow independently as well.
“I feel like we have definitely grown as individuals as a couple,” 
OPPOSITESattract




Blankenship said. “We are constantly talking about how we feel and 
what we want.”
Rediker said they both take into account that tomorrow is never 
promised and that, at the end of the day, their love is what ultimately 
will carry them through the harder times.
“One of our little rules now is that, even after a fight, we always 
say ‘I love you,’” Rediker said.
Rediker and Blankenship acknowledged that they know it would 
be easy to give up due to how dissimilar they are.
“I think their relationship works just for the fact that they are so 
willing and devoted to make it work, and in their situation, that is 
one of the most important things,” Williams said. 
Rediker said they use their love for each other as a foundation for 
their relationship, and everything that follows is meant for them as 
a couple. Rediker said the most important thing is that they make 
each other happy and are there for each other.
“We like being together,” she said. “Even though we aren’t really 
on the same path, we know that we always have that support and 
unconditional love.”
OPPOSITE TOP: Cameron Blankenship gave Maddie Rediker a gold ring as a promise ring for her 16th birthday and his high school graduation class ring, 
which shares much significance to their relationship, that she wears around her neck on a necklace. “He used to walk me to all my classes when we were 
both in high school,” Rediker said. “He graduated two years before me so he gave it to me so he could still walk me to class.” 
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Rediker, a sophomore from Louisville, has been dating her boyfriend, Cameron Blankenship, for the past four years. Blankenship 
is also from Louisville and is in the U.S. Army. They exchanged letters back and forth for six months while he was stationed in Fort Sill, Okla., for basic 
training.
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“If you have sex and get pregnant, you will not live in this house.”
Her mother’s words had been ingrained in her head since 2007. The 
infamous “talk” did more than just educate her on her sexual maturity — 
the lecture terrified her of ever wanting to become intimate with anyone.
Taylor Gossage, a junior from Russell Springs, grew up in a split home. 
After her parents separated, she mostly lived with her mom, whose only 
thoughts on sex revolved around pregnancy. 
Her family’s blatant disapproval and videos from middle school health 
class were Gossage’s first introductions to sex. Her health teacher taught 
that the only way to avoid pregnancy was abstinence, which left a huge 
impression on Gossage in her adolescent years. Her thoughts on sex 
reflected that impression.
“I just had a different perception of how it would be, of how it was 
supposed to be,” Gossage said.
Gossage was scared of the consequences associated with sex, and it 
began to develop a negative connotation in her mind. Gossage said even 
in college when her friends were having sex and she didn’t have to worry 
about her mother finding out, she still didn’t find the idea of sex appealing.
No matter how many of her friends talked about it or gossiped about 
others’ rendezvous, Gossage couldn’t bring herself to participate.
During the fall semester of her freshman year, Gossage’s friends 
convinced her to take a trip to an adult store called the Lion’s Den. While 
her friends were going to purchase toys, Gossage said she wasn’t planning 
to buy anything from the shop and just wanted to have fun with friends.
story by SYDNEY JONES photos by HANNAH VANOVER 
Taylor Gossage, a sophomore from Russell Springs, began to explore her sexuality when she came to college. “I never even thought about 
boys before I came to college,” Gossage said. She came to Lion’s Den last year with her friends to look around and ended up coming back 
to buy something. She recently signed up for a membership to receive discounts on products and plans to visit the store more frequently.
DELVING into the DIRTY
SPONSORED BY LION’S DEN
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“My friends 
don’t have a 
problem with 
sex, so why 
should I?”
   -Taylor Gossage
The Lion’s Den provides not only sex toys, but also bondage and fetish gear, 
lingerie and apparel, adult DVDs, sensual care products, stimulants and more.
Gossage protested, but her friends dragged her along anyway.
The Lion’s Den, located in Upton, sells adult novelty merchandise while 
also educating people on how to comfortably express themselves and 
the form of sexuality they choose. Some of the products the store sells 
include sex toys, lingerie and bachelor and bachelorette party supplies. 
The Lion’s Den’s bestseller, according to Lion’s Den corporate market-
ing manager Alicia Dunlap, is a pleasure product called Her Ultimate Fan-
tasy — a combination of a vibrator and cunnilingus toy.  
“We want to help people find out who they are,” said Alice Benningfield, 
Lion’s Den store manager. “Sometimes, people walk in with no idea of 
what they’re looking for. We just want to help them.”
Even as Gossage stepped into the clean, bright space of the adult 
boutique, she couldn’t help but feel uncomfortable. 
Her ID was checked as she walked in with her friends to verify that she 
was 18 or older. Her friends began to explore as Gossage’s eyes widened. She 
had no idea there were so many products made for sex and self-pleasure.
On one side of the store, Gossage said she saw skimpy leather outfits 
and lacy lingerie. On the other side, she saw sexual pleasure toys. Her 
eyes floated from vibrators on the back wall to handcuffs and leather 
whips on the right. The staff then greeted them and asked if they needed 
any help finding what they wanted.
As her friends picked out items for themselves with the help of the 
staff, Gossage said she felt a spark of interest and curiosity seeing her 
friends pay for their items.
“My friends don’t have a problem with sex, so why should I?” Gossage 
thought to herself, wondering why she had always thought toys and sex 
to be so strange.
After that trip, Gossage slowly became more and more open to the 
topic of sex and discovering who she was. On the way home from the 
store, she pictured the store in her head, thinking about it over and over 
again. She tried to balance what she saw with how she felt. She couldn’t 
quite understand how she could fear a place that seemed clean and 
bright, which was not at all what she expected.
During her sophomore year, after a night of partying with her friends, 
dancing to lively music and flirting with a guy she couldn’t take her eyes 
off of, Gossage made the decision to have sex for the first time. That 
same guy later became her boyfriend in the following months. 
Gossage’s thoughts on sex began to change as her relationship 
developed. She began to partake in those conversations with her friends, 
contributing her own experiences. Her friends noticed this change in 
Gossage, too.
“I think college helped form her into a very mature, open-minded 
adult,” said Hannah Bell, Gossage’s best friend.
Gossage returned to the Lion’s Den a full year after her first trip there, 
where she bought a toy for herself and her boyfriend to try out together. 
Gossage’s current thoughts on sex have since evolved, although she’s not 
sure that society’s perception ever will.
“It’s your personal choice,” Gossage said, “If you want to do it, go 
ahead. If you don’t want to, there’s nothing wrong with that.”
Gossage shares this opinion with store manager Alice Benningfield, 
who said she sees all kinds of different people in her store.
“It’s the younger generations that are brave enough to walk through 
those doors,” Benningfield said. “They are much more open than some 
of the older ones. Hopefully, they’ll be able to change the way people 
think about our store – and about sex, too.”
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The night before the bombing, the local café had its usual open mic. 
People came and celebrated each other. This was our way of bliss and torture. 
She arrived as January does: sneaking in through the havoc of laughter and love,
winter’s wind at the fringes of her dress. She was someone whom I might’ve wanted
to grow into as a child. 
There was a sadness that shadowed her slow steps. 
Of course she captured our attention. We all saw her without looking, and she knew this. 
No one ever came here wearing silk dresses and pearls on her wrist. There was a crown 
of snow on her head; her face red from either the wind or her tears. This was supposed to 
be a place where we forgot the cold. We were happy in our havoc. We were happy in our fire.
She didn’t mean to, we assumed, 
but then the frost that followed her slowed our steps too.
She was someone who let her hurt grow like branches, knowing that leaves too will 
grow and drink from the light again. She waded her way to the stage. The guitarist was finishing 
up a song about bright meadows and wine and warmth. The crowd was no longer laughing. 
We waited. Afterward, the host encouraged someone else to take the stage. We waited. 
The woman ascended and moved entirely toward the old piano. 
Her fingers settled into sound.
There wasn’t a single breath. Here was Stygian gloom and snow-blazed groves. Here was the cold 
that kisses stars to sleep. When the bombs bloomed over our homes the next day, and the 
fires tore souls from bone, those who heard her play that night took solace among the snowfall.
We hid and ran under ruins with our strange steps. In our demise, I thought of her winter branches. 
Life is snow on mortal lashes. Please, remember me as her song. 
Remember me as snow.
Snow song
poem by PHI CHU photo illustration by BAILEY COOKE
POET’S STATEMENT: I wanted this poem to explore the relationship between living and dying. This poem establishes 
life as fiery celebration and death as a sad pianist covered in snow. We live hungrily and passionately, which can lead 
to destruction, but we also live in moments of solitude and emptiness. There’s beauty in the way we manage this 
paradox of fire and snow existing together.
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S P E L L S
A N D
S P I R I T
story by ZORA GORDON photos by LYDIA SCHWEICKART
Elizabethtown senior Kristen Darby was born and raised Christian but started to practice witchcraft two to three years ago. “I get so much out 
of witchcraft that if someone were to be able to come to me and completely prove that I was all false and material, I would still practice because 
it’s helped me internally a lot,” Darby said. “I’m way happier than I used to be, and I’m way more confident. I think it gives you a kind of connec-
tion to your surroundings in a way that we don’t usually get.”
After gathering water, chamomile, salt, lavender and blue 
and green candles, Kristen Darby, an Elizabethtown senior, 
meticulously placed each item in an arrangement according 
to the element in which they relate in the pentacle, a talisman 
or magical object, she painted on her kitchen table. A layer of 
purple paint still lingers behind a thin coat of white paint from 
the most recent time she painted it. 
“I paint my table whenever I get anxious,” Darby said. “It’s 
calming for me.” 
When she was ready to begin, she turned off the lights. Darby 
identifies as a Christian witch, and she was preparing for a 
spell.
Burning sage to first cleanse herself, her practice and her 
space of negativity, Darby began the spell by asking for 
prosperity and growth. She then turned to each element and 
asked for the same. Afterward, she flipped the lights back on, 
played a classic rock playlist from her phone and collected the 
herbs and spices in a mortar and pestle and ground them into a 
powder. The spell ended. There was no giant flame or smoke or 
giant book of spells. Bowling Green resident Tristan Storm said 
magic isn’t like what some people think.
“People think magic is grand with bringing people back to 
life or walking through fire,” Storm said. “But is more artistic 
and ritualistic.”  
Darby intertwines her devout faith in God with her practice 
of witchcraft in such a way that the two, usually seen as at 
odds, seem to complement one another. 
“I was born and raised in the New Apostolic faith,” Darby 
said. “I’ve been confirmed in it. I’m baptized. I still go to church 
every Sunday.” 
The New Apostolic faith is an offshoot of Catholicism founded 
in Germany in 1863, according to the Apostolic Church USA 
website. 
When Darby was 13 years old, her father became a priest 
at her local New Apostolic Church. As a child, she attended a 
private Catholic school, where books such as the Harry Potter, 
Percy Jackson and Olympians series and several other fiction 
books were banned. At the school, many subjects were seen 
as taboo, such as talk of other religions, LGBTQ+ issues and 
video games.
Due to the amount of restricted information, Darby sought 
knowledge anywhere she could find it. 
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“I was a nerdy child,” she said. “I was always reading books like the 
‘Iliad’ and ‘Lord of the Rings.’ Because so many things were banned, 
anyone or anything with any knowledge at all was valuable.”  
At the age of 14, Darby was first exposed to witchcraft. 
“A girl at my church invited me to an Equinox celebration,” she said. 
“She told me that even though it does not technically involve the word 
‘God,’ I could involve him if I wanted.”
For Darby, this concept of involving religion in a practice where religion 
was not usually thought to play a role has stuck with her throughout her 
life. She began to recognize the connections between witchcraft and 
God had been everywhere in literature, television and within her own 
religion. She explained that there are numerous themes that have been 
carried across several religions and are seen in witchcraft such as: the 
importance of the four elements of air, fire, earth and water; the mention 
of a trinity and rituals, including Catholic Mass; lighting candles for the 
dead; and baptism. 
However, she did not begin to practice witchcraft until she experienced 
a test of faith at the age of 20. She had been in an unhappy relationship 
with her boyfriend for two years and had thought about ending the 
relationship numerous times.
“I remember crying in the shower and praying so hard to God for 
guidance,” Darby said. “I had a clear epiphany that if I truly loved him, I 
would stay and make things work.”
 The next day, Darby discovered her boyfriend had been cheating on 
her. In that moment, Darby took steps away from God and Christianity. 
She felt lost and found herself being drawn to explore the once-taboo 
subject of witchcraft. 
“With everyone I’ve ever met that practiced craft, it was all about 
yourself and your own power,” Darby said. “You were born with it. It 
was already in you.”
As Darby first began to research and practice witchcraft by trying 
different spells and meditations, she thought back to her Christian faith 
and felt an intense amount of guilt. She thought she had turned her 
back on her faith. However, practicing witchcraft had allowed Darby to 
release her anxiety and past trauma and truly reflect on herself and the 
importance of all of her imperfections and flaws. Darby said she felt 
such an increase in her confidence and her understanding of herself and 
others that she could not give up witchcraft.
Darby continued to practice witchcraft and began to further reflect on 
her religion. “I realized Christianity and craft were all part of something 
bigger, encompassing all belief and religion,” she said. “They are both 
valid and don’t dispute each other.”
“I feel that most of the things I pray to God for are large goals, like my 
health and overall happiness,” she said. “But I use witchcraft for more 
practical things, like getting an ex-boyfriend to leave me alone.” 
For Darby, there is no correct way to practice.
Darby prays for happiness, abundance and growth to the four elements, the triune goddess and the holy trinity during a spell for prosperity in her apartment. “The 
whole point of witchcraft is if you believe, then so it is,” she said. “It’s all about your intent. If you do a spell and you’re like, ‘I intend to be more confident,’ and you 
go about your day the next day, remembering what you did and how much will you put into that, you will be. If you believe that you are and that it worked.”
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Hazel Rather, a graduate student from Owensboro, said everyone 
forms their own way to practice.
“You do research online and read books,” she said. “You can take what 
you like from what you read and how others practice. You can use it, 
change it and twist it however you want. It’s customizable and unique 
to everyone.”
Darby’s craft is based in elemental work. She uses tangible objects 
such as crystals, herbs, water and fire to materialize her faith in God, 
whom she believes created them. By providing herself this tangible layer 
to an intangible faith, she has been able to 
feel more at ease. 
“Each day I go somewhere where I can put 
my hand on a stone, on something concrete,” 
she said. “I will just realize my place. And I’ll 
ask for help. I’ll say, ‘I want to be as strong, 
as abundant, as prosperous as this thing.’ I’ll 
do that for, like, all four elements, and just to 
sit in nature for a second, and feel the sun on 
my face — I’ll imagine that it is burning off 
all of the negative energy.” 
Ashley Adler from Bowling Green identifies as agnostic and has 
participated in occasional spells with Darby. 
“It put the power in your hands,” she said about the act of performing 
spells. “So as opposed to praying to a god, you realize you have your own 
power manifesting in you. You don’t have to ask someone to help you, 
and you don’t feel helpless.”
Often, the manifestation of craft comes from the intention of the 
person practicing.
“The biggest concept in craft is your intent,” Darby said. “It’s a faith in 
yourself rather than a faith in a deity, per se. But that doesn’t mean you 
can’t add deities to the mix.”
Darby said some pagans worship Greek and Roman gods and other 
deities, for example.
“Some still worship God; some worship others, and some worship not 
at all,” Darby said. “But the craft itself is a product of you and your intent 
and your will.”
Darby said if she were to have a 
conversation with God today, she believes 
he would be proud she is practicing her faith 
stronger than ever before in her life. 
“Before I picked up craft, I would pray to 
God, and I’d be very submissive because 
we’re taught to fear and love God,” she said. 
“But I’ve learned through this not to fear 
him, but that it’s more of a partnership.” 
That being so, her faith not only in God but 
also in herself and the world around her has increased. 
“A lot of people don’t want to associate with witchcraft, but I wish 
everyone would find something that gives them the confidence and 
reassurance that faith in the most general sense of the word has given 
me,” Darby said. “Faith in yourself is key.”
“You were born with 
it. It was already  
in you.” 
-Kristen Darby
LEFT: Darby looks over her writing and notes relating to a spell. She conducted the spell for prosperity and happiness. RIGHT: Kristen Darby’s altar in her apartment 
is reflective of her blend of Christianity and witchcraft. The angel figurines were in her room as a child and one was willed to her after the passing of her grandmother. 
Displayed are also books of spells and information on witchcraft.
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Kelly Meredith came home from work on July 15 to find an 
envelope mailed from the Warren 
County Regional Jail. It contained 
a bill due as a result of her recent 
incarceration, the document read. 
However, Meredith had never been 
arrested, much less spent time in jail. 
She and her boyfriend, Mike Kelley, 
decided the bill was likely a scam but 
chose to call the jail to be sure before 
discarding the document. 
“They told me I had to come down to 
the jail and turn myself in,” Meredith 
said. “I felt sick from that point on.” 
HOW IT BEGAN
Meredith was going through the 
motions of a regular day at her job at 
Bowling Green’s Big Lots in June 2018 
when she went to retrieve her wallet 
from her car. 
Her wallet was missing, and with it 
were her driver’s license, social security 
card and Skylight card, a type of 
prepaid card used with direct deposit 
in place of a bank account. She said she 
immediately called to cancel her card, 
ensuring her money would be safe, and 
reported the break-in to WKU police, 
who have jurisdiction over the business 
park where Big Lots is located.
Meredith decided not to report her 
missing license or social security card 
because she assumed the thief would 
toss them after losing out on any money. 
“I didn’t worry too much about 
reporting it stolen — what are they 
going to get off me?” she said. “I didn’t 
think it was going to be my identity.”
Over the year between the burglary 
and the arrival of the bill, the thief 
had used Meredith’s credentials to 
commit crimes in Warren and Logan 
counties. She said it was then her 
responsibility to prove her innocence 
of charges that included first-degree 
possession of a controlled substance 
(methamphetamine), possession of drug 
paraphernalia and public intoxication 
from a controlled substance. 
After Meredith’s phone call to the jail, 
Kelley drove her to the Bowling Green 
Police Department  the same day, but 
they had to make several roadside stops 
as she vomited due to the overwhelming 
stress and anxiety. 
“I’ve got kids at home, and I’ve got 
work in the morning,” Meredith said. “I 
can’t afford to go to jail.”
She said the officers she met with were 
hesitant to believe her at first, but they 
then retrieved body camera footage 
from an arrest under her name dating 
from April 16, which showed a different 
woman producing Meredith’s stolen 
license and social security card. 
Kelly Meredith, 38, is the victim of identify theft. A woman stole Meredith’s wallet out of her car and committed numerous crimes under Meredith’s name. 
“I didn’t worry too much about reporting it stolen — what are they going to get off me?” Meredith said. “I didn’t think it was going to be my identity.”
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Detective Alex Wright of the Bowling Green 
Police Department’s criminal investigations 
division was in contact with her the next day, 
Meredith said. 
“It wasn’t like someone opened up a cable 
bill in her name, maybe messed with her 
credit a little bit,” Wright said. “She got 
notified there were warrants for her arrest.”
Wright said he investigated the case 
with the help of another officer. They used 
registration information from the car present 
at the April 16 arrest, police database 
information and Facebook connections to 
uncover the identity thief’s name.
The identified woman had been arrested 
on July 10, 2018, in Simpson County for 
shoplifting when a search found several 
stolen driver’s licenses in her possession. 
That was within a month of when Meredith’s 
car was broken into, but her license was not 
among those found.
The woman was again arrested on April 
16, this time using Meredith’s identification, 
and on June 28 in Logan County, before she 
was arrested under her own name on Sept. 
24. 
“As crazy as it sounds,” Wright said, 
Meredith still had to be responsible for 
having the charges cleared in court.
In the month following her report of 
identity theft, Meredith filed a petition 
for expungement of her charges, and she 
appeared in court in Logan County on July 
25, where her charges were immediately 
dismissed and expunged from her record, 
and in Warren County on Aug. 19, where her 
record is now clear after a brief processing 
period.
BEFORE THE BILL
Before her identity was stolen, Meredith 
said she was approaching the finalization of 
her divorce, which she filed in August 2017.
Her marriage had lasted since 2007, though 
the relationship began five years prior. She 
said issues with substance abuse plagued her 
at the beginning of the marriage.
She said the marriage became difficult to 
manage over time; they fought often, and 
financial stresses kept them constantly on 
edge. Meredith was mostly a stay-at-home 
mom after the birth of her oldest child 
Krishtan, now 13, and only worked part 
time at various gas stations when she did 
hold a job. She said her ex-husband worked 
in construction, finding work where he could 
and never obtaining a stable position for a 
company.
She and Kelley met shortly after she filed 
for divorce, and he had separated from his 
then-wife earlier that year. They hit it off 
immediately, and after a month of talking 
they became a couple, Meredith said. 
Kelley grew up in Louisville in a lower-
middle-class family that barely made ends 
meet, he said. As a 16 year old, he said he 
became involved in selling and using drugs. 
“I’m not ashamed of it because I wouldn’t 
be the man that I am today, the good dad 
that I am today, if I hadn’t seen the things 
that I have seen,” he said. 
Now nearly two decades clean, he coaches 
basketball and baseball at Edmonson County 
Parks and Recreation — far removed from his 
adolescent years, when he was also expelled 
from his high school during his junior year as 




The design of Meredith and Kelley’s home is almost 
completely open; when entering through the front door, 
the line of sight extends from the dining room which 
doubles as the entrance, past the kitchen and living room, 
to the master bedroom wall at the other end of the house. 
Logan, 6, the youngest of Meredith’s children, sat at the 
dining room table, a bowl of popcorn in front of him as 
his after school snack. He picked up a piece and squished 
it between his fingers, sending bits flying. 
“You want to see something cooler?” he asked as he 
placed another piece on the table, lined up his hand 
above it and chopped it in half with precision. 
Meredith and Kelley have five children to care for: 
Krishtan, 13, Nakayla, 12, and Logan are Meredith’s 
from a previous relationship, while Scotty, 15, and Alex, 
10, are Kelley’s, also from a previous relationship. 
The children share rooms in the three-bedroom home: 
Krishtan and Scotty split a room with sports posters and 
the disorganization commonly attributed with teenage 
boys, while Alex and Logan share a room with containers 
full of toys and a video game system. Nakayla has her 
own space, a makeshift structure in the corner of the 
living room, built to give her privacy because she is the 
only girl among the children.
“I don’t know what I’d do without my kids,” Kelley 
said. “They’re my pride and joy.” 
Kelley is employed full time as a warehouse lead for 
Pink Lily Boutique, but Meredith works part time with 
hours that vary weekly. Her inconsistent hours can put 
a strain on their budget, and with seven mouths to feed, 
Kelley said, “It can get a little tight.” 
The couple relies on benefits from the Supplemental 
Nutrition Assistance Program, more commonly referred 
to as food stamps, which is a government nutrition 
program designed to help needy families afford healthy 
food, according to the U.S. Department of Agriculture 
website. 
“We gotta make sure there’s gonna be food on the table 
for five kids at the end of the day,” Meredith said. 
She said the family’s monthly allowance of food stamps 
was cut in half over the summer, from around $800 per 
month to around $400 per month. 
“They counted our child support as income,” she said. 
“Child support that we don’t get.”
She and Kelley are supposed to receive child support 
from their ex-spouses, but neither has received any, 
Meredith said. That nonexistent income being counted 
constricted their tight budget further. 
Money has been a source of stress for the couple, but 
Kelley said it’s not something that either of them worries 
about often. He said that as long as the kids are provided 
for, their happiness as parents follows suit. 
“You’ve got to put your kids first,” he said. “We’ll take 
care of ourselves with whatever is left.” 
When Meredith found out about her stolen identity, she 
said she was hardly concerned about herself regarding 
the charges she then faced. Her worry focused on her 
kids potentially losing their mother. 
“My kids are my life outside of work, and I don’t want 
anyone else to take care of them for me,” she said. 
Meredith spoke with composure about her traumatic 
past and stress as an identity theft victim, but then she 
began to cry as she talked about her youngest son, Logan. 
She said Logan failed his first year of kindergarten in 
the 2018-19 school year and was subsequently diagnosed 
with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and a mild 
mental disability.
“We don’t know if he’ll be able to live independently as 
an adult or if he’ll have to live with me for the rest of his 
life,” she said. 
The relationships between Meredith, Kelley and their 
children are intimate and honest, blurring the lines 
between family and close friendships, Meredith said. 
Krishtan and Nakayla, the two children closest in age, 
said they were each other’s best friends, even in school. 
Meredith said the past few months have been stressful 
in dealing with the multiple problems plaguing her family, 
but she persists to provide for her kids and give them all 
they need.
“We’re struggling a little bit, but we’re making it work,” 
she said. “That’s just how it is most days.” 
OPPOSITE TOP: Kelly Meredith waits for her children to arrive 
home from school after spending her day working part time at Big 
Lots. “I don’t get any outside help from family with taking care of 
the kids,” Meredith said. “It’s all me and Mike.” 
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Meredith’s daughter Nakayla, 12 (left), and 
Kelley’s son Alex, 10, race each other to the house after getting 
off the bus. “We’re only this crazy when we get home from 
school,” Nakayla said, laughing.
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story by BETHEL AKLILU photos by JOELEEN HUBBARD
International students arrive in America with their own goals and their own lives, and it is up to the 
individual in how they want to traverse this new cultural landscape. They bring their world into a new, 
often unfamiliar world, and this can make it difficult for them to find their footing and refine their identity.
Some choose to keep their culture and customs. Some weave these two cultures together. Some will pick 
and choose from both sides and create a new identity altogether. WKU had 594 international students in 
fall 2018, according to the 2018 quick facts compiled by WKU institutional research. These four students’ 
stories explore their own unique journeys. 
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EUGENE HIGGS, THE BAHAMAS
With a gleaming silver necklace, a gift from his mother, wrapped 
around his neck and Reggae music blasting through his earphones, 
Eugene Higgs made his way up and down the Hill. In the Bahamas, 
where Higgs grew up, it was expected that people his age 
would attend college abroad. He came to WKU in 2017 to study 
architectural science.
Higgs originally had a hard time adjusting to life in Bowling 
Green, he said. He didn’t know anyone his freshman year but got 
assigned a Jamaican roommate whom he felt a connection with 
because they were both from the Caribbean. When Higgs arrived, 
there was one specific thing he said he would not do.
“I refuse to lose my accent at all costs!” he said. “Some people 
change their accents when they go to the states, so they can 
understand them better. I’m comfortable like this. I don’t want to 
change just to make other people comfortable.”
He has had to refrain from saying certain phrases in the 
Bahamian dialect of English and speak more slowly so others 
can understand him. Since he regularly sees his coworkers at his 
resident assistant position in Rodes-Harlin Hall, he speaks as he 
normally would. 
“They’re just used to it now,” Higgs said. “They’ll just know 
what I’m saying.”
Growing up, many of the Bahamian families in Higgs’s 
community would travel to the United States, if money allowed. 
They went to places on the southeast coast like Miami, which 
was only an hour away by plane. These trips were mostly to go 
shopping.
“Basically, that’s the main goal — to shop, because it’s cheaper 
here than in the Bahamas, even though we have the same 
currency,” he said. “So we just shop until we can’t shop anymore.”
Higgs didn’t experience a culture shock when moving to America 
because he had become familiar with the country through his 
family’s vacations as well as all the times they came to drop his 
older siblings off at college. Between his five siblings, Higgs visited 
Michigan, North Dakota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Ohio. 
“Coming to the states wasn’t any type of different,” he said. 
“We basically got that shock when we were young.”
The differences he mostly observed as a child in America were 
the ways people would speak, driving on the right side of the road 
and the generally cheaper prices. This shock was subtle for Higgs 
who, at the time, was mostly just excited to get the video games 
he was denied back home. 
Eugene Higgs, a residential assistant and sophomore majoring in architectural science, moved to Bowling Green from 
the Bahamas two years ago. “It wasn’t as big of a culture shock, but it was my first time being in the state of Kentucky. 
Like the food is a little different but everyone just kind of acts the same,” Higgs said. 
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XUAN (KATE) NGO, VIETNAM
Xuan (Kate) Ngo’s bright yellow shirt and blunt bangs framed her smile 
as she reflected on her past four years living in America. She is currently 
one of the International Student Diplomats at WKU. Although she has 
happily settled into her American lifestyle now, the process wasn’t 
always easy.
She said she had to learn a lot of new things people did not do in 
Vietnam, like hugging or shaking hands. “I’ve had people just come up to 
me and hug me, and it’s like, that’s weird. I don’t even hug my family. My 
mom and dad, we don’t hug.”
Cultural differences like these and a language barrier is what originally 
made adjusting to life in Bowling Green difficult for Ngo, but she found 
comfort in the kindness of people.
“I think people here, Americans, are very friendly,” she said. “I felt 
really welcomed when I first came here — my teachers, friends, even 
WKU people. You can talk to anybody on the street. Even if you don’t 
know them, you can talk to them.”
As Ngo reflected on what originally made her feel welcomed into 
America, she mentioned a unique side of cultural assimilation in America.
“We have a diverse culture, so I don’t feel like ‘Oh, this is like a totally 
different culture. I have to learn something new,’” she said. “It’s very 
diverse, so everybody is learning.”
Ngo occasionally feels homesick for her native country, but since 
America is now her home, she said she finds herself becoming homesick 
for it as well.
“When I am there in Vietnam, I feel like I miss America,” she said. “I 
miss being here with my friends. But then if I’m away from family, I miss 
my family. I wish everybody would be in the same place.”
Though it seemed odd to her at first, Ngo said she finds herself adopting 
certain customs, like hugging, and then using them in Vietnam.
When Ngo first returned to Vietnam after living in the United States for 
a year, she saw her mother. 
“And then I was so glad to see her, so I ran and hugged her,” she said, 
laughing as she remembered her mother’s confusion. “She didn’t hug me 
back. She was like, ‘What are you doing?’”
Ngo said even though she conformed to American life to a degree, she 
hasn’t forgotten her native culture. She said she takes the best of each 
culture and combines them into something better.
ABDULLAH ALSHAHRI, OMAN
On March 10, 2013, Abdullah Alshahri landed in Atlanta all the way 
from Oman. During his 15-hour flight, he was bored and nervous as he 
imagined what his new life in America would be like. A representative 
from the University of Kentucky, where Alshahri and seven of his Omani 
peers would be attending, came to take the students to their hotel for 
the night. As they drove to their hotel, Alshahri Alshahri was shocked 
by what he saw.
“It was, like, shock when I see from the window — there is nothing,” he 
said. “There is no high building and what we see in the TV.”
In 2015, Alshahri and his group transferred to WKU due to the 
difficulty of the English as a Second Language international program at 
UK, where he thought the classes were much more difficult. This was 
LEFT: Xuan (Kate) Ngo, a senior from Vietnam, came to Bowling Green her senior year of high school to attend Anchored Christian School with a host family. “I think 
the hardest thing to adjust to was my homesickness when I first got here, but finally I got to join clubs and interact with the people surrounding me,” Ngo said. “My 
roommate is also Vietnamese, so we get to cook Vietnamese food together and share our culture.” MIDDLE: Abdullah Alshahri, a junior in the engineering program, has 
been in the United States since 2013.  “I used to watch a lot of American movies, like action movies, so when I came here I thought it would be more crazy and exciting,” 
he said. “It was hard to make friends at first because of the language. I only knew a little English so it was harder to talk to people at first, especially strangers. I found 
friends though. In the International Center there are people that understand my language and my home so it feels good.” RIGHT: Gabriela Guadalupe Vargas Berroa 
came to WKU from Peru in January 2018 to study interior design and architecture. “It’s a totally different culture,” Vargas Berroa said. “In Peru, if you’re just saying ‘Hi,’ 
you’ll give them a hug or a kiss on the cheek. If you give someone a handshake you’re being rude. But here, you just smile and say ‘Hi.’ It was hard at first to get used 
to the social habits here. The only girl from Peru in my class lived on my floor last year, so I got to live with her and we became close friends. It was nice to be able to 
speak my language and eat the same food and to have someone who feels like home.”
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not too big of a disappointment to Alshahri, who said he preferred the 
smaller city of Bowling Green to Lexington. Alshahri is currently one of 
the International Student Diplomats. 
“It’s, like, nice city for student,” he said. “It’s quiet and to study and 
focus on your classes.”
One of the ways Alshahri stays in touch with his country is by watching 
Omani YouTube videos from his hometown.
Alshahri watches the vloggers go to a factory and observe the 
production of Omani sweets, a favorite of his. He is able to see the 
vibrant green valleys, stunning waterfalls and high mountains of his 
hometown. When he is there, he said he would hike and have cookouts 
with his friends and brothers, a much different scene than what his time 
in Bowling Green looks like. When he is not studying hard, Alshahri likes 
to grab coffee with friends at Starbucks or watch action movies. He finds 
that watching movies helps him improve his English.
“It’s good for me if I watch English movies to improve my language,” 
he said. “And see new sentence or new word.”
Since his arrival, Alshahri has seen much of the United States. He 
and his friends like to travel the country whenever they get the chance. 
They’ve traveled to Washington, Florida, Colorado, Indiana, Illinois and 
New York. Though he got to see the big buildings he once anticipated, 
Alshahri was not impressed.
“I hate the city, like New York,” he said. “It’s busy and crazy. I think 
Kentucky is better than New York.”
Alshahri has been in America for six years, but he said he doesn’t feel 
like he’s changed much. He has stuck to his roots, never feeling pressure 
to assimilate.
“I came from different culture, but I respect people,” he said. “I respect 
what you do here.” 
There is one way Alshahri has changed since his arrival. There was 
one thing that first surprised him when he first moved to America: the 
waiting lines. 
He said in Oman, people have to be more assertive and cut each other 
to get things done quicker. It was difficult for him to wait in line for the 
first time.
Staying in line has since become a habit for Alshahri, and he even found 
himself doing it when he went back to Oman.
GABRIELA GUADALUPE VARGAS BERROA, PERU
Gabriela Guadalupe Vargas Berroa sat with her hands clasped together. 
Around her neck was a silver necklace with a portrait of the Virgin of 
Guadalupe, which happens to be her mother’s name. Like Ngo and 
Alshahri, Vargas Berroa is one of the International Student Diplomats. 
Since she came to America from Peru a little over a year and a half ago, 
Vargas Berroa said she is still adjusting to university life. 
“We don’t have this beautiful university,” she said of WKU’s greenery 
and abundant places for students to study and be comfortable. “I can 
walk at 1 a.m. or 3 a.m. through the campus and everything is going to 
be fine. If you do that in Peru, you have the possibility of not returning to 
your home.”  
Once, Vargas Berroa kissed a friend on the cheek as a polite way of 
greeting them, but her intentions were mistaken as romantic.
“I was like ‘Oops! No, that’s not what I want it to mean,’” she said, 
realizing she would have to adopt new boundaries.
The duality of being in a foreign country and pursuing higher education 
created a level of difficulty Vargas Berroa was not expecting. Her 
educational background came from Peru, and English was not her native 
language.
“For example, for my architectural class I didn’t even know which was 
the name of a basic material you use in any house,” she said. “In Spanish, 
it’s ‘tornillo,’ and in here, it’s ‘nail.’”
But just as anything else, she said, “We adapt to the circumstances.”
Vargas Berroa often finds herself missing her native country and her 
family, and she said she longs for words of encouragement from her 
mother and father, specifically on days when her schoolwork seems 
especially hard.
There is a phrase in Spanish, “Retroceder nunca, rendirse jamás,” 
which means “Never go back, never give up.” 
“That’s kind of the motivation that my mother always told me,” she 
said. “You have already fought a lot for it. There’s no point in giving up.”
While combating the hardships, Vargas Berroa motivates herself by 
remembering her main goal – to get an education. She confides in other 
international students about her struggles and finds comfort in their 
shared experiences.
To soothe these feelings of homesickness, Vargas Berroa said she is 
passionate about Peruvian folk dance. Vargas Berroa has performed 
these dances in traditional clothes at Bowling Green’s International 
Festival. 
Sharing her music and dance made her feel like an “instrument” of 
social culture.
“Others can learn about my culture and learn to love it as the way I do 
when I share it,” she said. “So I like that.”
“Others can learn about my culture and learn to love it 
as the way I do when I share it.” 
-Vargas Berroa
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story by RAEGAN STEFFEY photos by JORDAN MATTHIS
THE DIRTY ART KIDS
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On the concrete floor of the ceramics studio in the Fine Arts Center lay rectangular wooden frames, empty and about the 
size of an 11-by-17 inch poster. Professor Greg Strange’s sophomore-
level ceramic students crowded around with pieces of their own 
finished pottery in their hands. Kennedie Nelson, a sophomore from 
Lexington, was among them. 
Black, chipped nail polish and silver rings adorned her fingers, 
which were wrapped around her meticulously crafted vase. Industrial 
fans whirred in the back of the room, echoing off the cinder block 
walls, and dated metal shelves were decorated with the marks 
of paintbrushes. It was quiet — until the sound of hardened clay 
slammed onto the ground. This day was one of many in this ceramics 
class when students were assigned the task of breaking their past 
artwork. The frames served to catch flying shards of pottery. 
“Our professors tell us not to cherish too much of our pottery 
because it will break in the future,” Nelson said. “Things are going 
to break. If it shatters, let it shatter.” 
Nelson grew up creating things.
“I would make fishing rods out of empty chapstick tubes, some 
ribbon and a paperclip,” she said. 
At 5 years old, during vacation Bible school, Nelson crafted her 
first piece of art from clay. It was an imitation of the biblical story of 
God forming the first man, Adam, from the dirt of the earth. Nelson 
pulled the clay into her hands and began making a model of herself.
“I made my hair, the eyes, the nose; it was like a perfect doll,” she 
said. “But not perfect.”
Her instructor and her mother were amazed with the realism of the 
clay doll, she said. At 8 years old, her art teacher recommended her 
to attend School for the Creative and Performing Arts, an art school 
in Lexington for artistically gifted children and teenagers. She has 
been in ceramics classes since then. 
Shelby Riley, a junior from Sellersburg, Indiana, had hands coated 
in layers of multi-colored paint while sitting in the wooden chairs of 
the student lounge of FAC. On her shirt was Smokey Bear framed by 
pink peonies and purple pansies. Her major is studio art with a focus 
on drawing and painting, which explained her paint-covered palms. 
“I don’t know if you would consider me a potter,” she said. “I just 
do clay on the side.”
Riley is involved with WKU’s clay club, which is her central 
connection to pottery. While she may not be extensively involved 
with the ceramics department, this does not separate her from the 
intricacy and understanding of the drive it takes to create art. 
“Maybe it isn’t the prettiest, but they still put effort into it,” she 
said on the work of less experienced potters.
“There is an artist in everyone,” said Rachel Rummage, a senior 
from Hopkinsville. “Artists have a drive to create and understand 
that everyone does too.” 
Rummage had hair falling into her face from a pink scrunchie’s 
attempt to hold it in a ponytail, and a teal towel slung across her lap 
was decorated with streaks of beige clay. She was hunched over the 
pale yellow pottery stool, trying to shape an amorphous stack of 
clay into a vase. 
She first threw clay as a teenager at a pottery session for her mom’s 
birthday and then took a pottery class in high school. However, she 
didn’t fully fall into pottery until college. Rummage has two majors: 
graphic design and studio art, with a concentration in printmaking 
and ceramics. 
“Graphic design is definitely how you pay the bills, and clay is what 
gets me through school,” she said. “It’s kinda like the retirement 
plan, too. I feel like when I’m old, I’ll just make mugs.”
No matter the potter’s experience level with clay, it is an involved 
process. They spend hours wedging the clay, a process where a stack 
of clay is repeatedly hit against a block of concrete to make it more 
malleable. They then throw it on to the stool, shaping it until it takes 
form, glazing it carefully and finally putting it into the kiln. They’ve 
also smashed pieces of pottery with sledgehammers, thrown them 
against walls and watched the fire of the kiln send their pottery 
simmering into shards. From the women’s experience, pottery is 
an art that can both generously give and also unapologetically take 
away. 
“Sometimes there is no known outcome,” Riley said. 
Working on this line can be difficult, and not letting the art of 
pottery be completely life-consuming is imperative, a sentiment all 
three women hold. Budding potters are taught this from the start, 
as seen in Strange’s decision for beginner potters to smash their old 
pottery pieces. The event of pottery getting ruined is painful, but 
it’s “something you get used to,” Rummage and Riley said in unison. 
In the ceramics studio in FAC, senior Cecilia Morris from 
Whitesville works on an assignment to create a series of identical 
mugs. When too much pressure was applied to the fragile clay, it 
halfway collapsed in on itself. “Don’t worry about that,” Strange said 
to the student. “Go through the process. Finish it.” 
From the half-collapsed piece of clay, Morris revived it into the 
shape of a flower.  
Hopkinsville senior Rachel Rummage washes her hands to prepare to dip glaze 
one of her ceramic cups. She has been crafting ceramics as her escape from 
the real world. “I always tell people that I’m going to art school, and I have 
learned graphic design which will pay my bills, but ceramics is what keeps me 
sane enough to get through school,” she said.
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Morris was a self-defined “Play-Doh kid” as a child, always 
creating either from packaged clay or mud and dirt outside. 
“It is an art that is very fragile but also very forgiving,” Morris 
said, as her pair of yellowed Keds pressed down on the pedal 
controlling the speed of the pottery stool. 
“You have to make good with what you’re given,” Nelson said. 
“Even if it’s warped in some way, make something that way. It’s 
about the process.”
Rummage said there is a meaning behind the kiln’s fire. 
“The kiln is like the maturity process,” Rummage said. “You 
put something into the kiln to mature it into stone.” 
Firing the kiln is an all-immersive event that takes effort from 
everyone. Four or five students are consistently watching over the 
kiln, switching shifts every few hours. 
“Even though you feel like you’re in hell, you know the fire is 
being watched,” Rummage said.
The students collectively fill the kiln, and everyone has art 
matured and fired at the same time. If a younger student’s piece 
explodes in the kiln or the kiln itself is damaged, then everyone’s 
work will influence everyone else’s work, Rummage said. 
The ceramics department is strongly community based, and the 
students have class critique sessions where they are able to grow 
from each other’s ideas, Rummage said. 
Even though there are age differences between the potters in 
the department, there is still a relationship between seniors and 
beginners, Riley said. 
Riley described the feeling of holding clay in her hands as 
similar to holding a newborn baby. 
“It’s like having a kid I guess,” Riley said. 
There is a compelling amount of transcendence and 
understanding in creating pottery, Morris said. Like when raising 
children, potters are holding all of the potential in the world to 
make something beautiful. As Riley said, it is an intimacy that 
isn’t sexual. While you are holding all of this potential, there is 
still an essence of succumbing to the clay. 
“You have to play with it and then just do what it wants to do,” 
Nelson said of the clay’s personality and character. “Every time 
you try to force it to do something, it doesn’t work.” 
For the potters, room 151 in FAC becomes a kind of home, 
Riley said. They are molded into themselves as they pull pieces of 
clay into pieces of artwork. As the clay flowers into a completed 
work of art, potters experience their own growth. It’s an intimate 
process, creating art out of the calloused pads of hands. 
As Rummage said, there is a sort of power in creating something 
out of nothing.
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OPPOSITE PAGE: Lexington 
sophomore Kennedie Nelson slowly 
works on the wheel to get comfortable 
with the speed and shaping of the clay. 
“I think ceramics has a good sense of 
balance because it is so moldable, and 
yet when it dries it’s a literal rock,” 
Nelson said. “It starts off from the 
gross. muddy clay, and then once you’re 
done it’s back to its original rocky 
form.” ABOVE: Hopkinsville senior 
Rachel Rummage dips glaze onto one of 
her ceramic cups. She said the process 
allows a coating of a liquid substance 
to fuse with the body of the ceramic 
to serve as a decoration to the piece. 
LEFT: Sellersburg, Ind., junior Shelby 
Riley moves her artwork around in her 
locker. Riley creates floral sculptures 
that are inspired by her mother’s past 
career as a florist when Riley was 
growing up. She started her journey 
with ceramics this past year after 
learning about other art mediums.
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SELF STARTERS Makayla Jackson, a 20-year-old Bowling Green native, shoots photos of her friends for her business, Color Me in Yellow. “It was hard at first going to school, working at Chick-fil-A, running my photography business and finding 
time for my friends and my family,” 
Jackson said. “I wasn’t taking time for 
myself and just felt constantly stressed 
all the time. Finally, my mom just 
told me, ‘Look, you need to just slow 
down.’” Jackson has taken a year off of 




story by  NADIA DIEUDONNE photos by JOELEEN HUBBARD 
Before she started Color Me in Yellow, Makayla Jackson’s eye 
for aesthetics was limited to her iPhone and her VSCO app. Her 
inspiration and personal brand could have been found within her 
wide array of Pinterest boards. Jackson was walking the tightrope 
of a full-time course load and a managerial position at Chick-fil-A, 
and if she was lucky, she found a few minutes to spend with her 
friends.
Now, her online vision is becoming reality.
“I made this iPhone photography account, and it was just so 
stupid,” Jackson said. “I had a lot of yellow in it, and I guess I just 
decided to name it Color Me in Yellow.”  
Now, almost a year and a half after its creation, the Instagram 
account has nearly 5,000 followers. Jackson, who graduated from 
Southcentral Kentucky Community and Technical College in May 
2018, said she is currently taking a gap year to dedicate herself 
to Color Me in Yellow. She envisions this business could take the 
form of her full-time job. If not, she plans to go back to school for a 
degree in social work.
Within the Instagram account itself is a fusion of warm and 
cool tones that set the stage for each moment captured. Mostly 
composed of portraits, each post exhibits different photography 
properties, from one post that showcases her play with depth to 
another that exhibits textures and bold patches of color. 
Jackson did not hone her photography skills overnight. She 
recalled a longtime friend, Joana Sosa from Bowling Green, sharing 
some of the ways to manipulate a camera for the best outcomes. 
From there, Jackson relied on YouTube videos from a multitude of 
photographers to learn how to become one herself. She conducted 
free photo shoots to familiarize herself with the art.
“Makayla is seriously one of the most driven and hardworking 
people ever,” Sosa said. “She loves to experiment and doesn’t take 
one bad experience as the final one.”
Most of Jackson’s clients are from Bowling Green, but recently, 
clients have been requesting her services from surrounding areas 
like Ohio, McLean and Clifford counties. Nashville is a popular 
place for Jackson to shoot photos, and it is also one of her favorites 
due to the vibes of the city. Most of the clientele look to Color Me in 
Yellow for senior pictures and couple photoshoots.
Jackson said Instagram has been vital in the growth of Color Me 
in Yellow. She uses it not only to market herself and communicate 
with her clients but also to connect with them. 
“Instagram, to me, is so versatile, and people can share it so 
easily,” she said. “I think it has  really made it fun and personal 
because people kind of get a glimpse of who I am.” 
Color Me in Yellow was not an easy success, however. Jackson 
said all the time she devoted to the business was at the sacrifice of 
quality schoolwork, a social life and sleep. Most of Jackson’s days 
consisted of shifts at Chick-fil-A, classes at Southcentral Kentucky 
Community and Technical College, where she was taking classes 
at the time, and editing and researching more information on 
becoming a better photographer. 
Jackson said at the beginning of Color Me in Yellow, there were 
moments when she found herself in tunnel-vision mode — she 
would bury herself in learning, editing or trying to expand her 
business. 
She said she still finds herself in ruts and tries to remain intentional 
about allowing for some form of stability and not let her passions 
become draining. 
“Taking the picture is fun, but editing is so much more,” Jackson 
said.
Depending on the package, photo shoots can take up to two 
hours. Sessions are fast-paced, and Jackson describes herself as 
sporadic at times as she is constantly discovering picture-worthy 
areas during a photoshoot. On average, Jackson said one photoshoot 
session requires around two hours of editing. In one week, Jackson 
usually spends ten hours editing photos.
“That’s not healthy,” Jackson said. “I try to be more conscious of 
it now and being like, ‘This is something you love — don’t make it 
into something that you hate and despise because you are working 
so much on it.’”
Jackson said her mother constantly reminds her to be mindful. 
Simple practices like stretching, yoga, reading or allowing herself 
sporadic Netflix binge sessions helps Jackson enjoy herself a bit 
more. 
“I’m not the best with taking time for myself, which is with a lot 
of small business owners and even just business owners in general, 
or people with jobs or hobbies,” Jackson said. 
Now, Jackson spends most of her time bouncing back and forth 
between her photography and her full-time job at Chase Bank. 
Jackson said she is enjoying every moment of growing Color Me 
in Yellow and that she strives to unveil the beauty that her clients 
might not see within themselves and make them feel confident. 
“You deserve to feel good about yourself,” she said. “Post those 
pictures. Wear this special outfit and show it off to the world.”
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“I live and breathe 
the example of what 
I am trying to tell my 
clients. This is why this 
is important. They need 
me as much as I need 
them.”  
- Samantha McCormick
LEFT: Samantha McCormick leads a warm-up stretching exercise during her 
pole dancing class at Taboo Dance and Fitness. McCormick’s vision for the 
business was to offer classes that made girls feel fierce and sexy. BOTTOM: 
McCormick leads her students in a warm up routine during her weekly pole 
dancing class in her studio. “I always try to let my girls know like ‘Hey, I see 
you. I see how hard you’re trying, and I’m seeing that progress,’” she said. “I 
want all of them to feel comfortable and to know that I see their progress even 
when they think I don’t notice.”
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BUSINESS OF EMPOWERMENT
Nine poles. A wall full of mirrors. Black lights work to illustrate 
every body movement through the hazy and intimate atmosphere of 
Taboo Dance & Fitness studio. Riveting beats exit surround sound 
speakers and work their way within the bodies of all participating 
dancers, vitalizing each and every bone.
“I don’t want to sell dance classes,” said owner Samantha 
McCormick. “I want to sell an experience.”
Taboo Dance & Fitness studio in Bowling Green offers classes 
from pole dancing, strip teasing, chair dancing, Zumba and Latin 
heat classes.
“Coming up when I was younger, I had a lot of strippers for 
friends,” McCormick said. 
These friends were influential in her desire to learn more about 
exotic dancing.
McCormick said she had to drive an hour south to Nashville from 
Bowling Green to participate in pole dance classes. The amount of 
time for the commute, the length of the class and finding food for 
dinner was enough for McCormick. She said she would be hours 
away from her child, and although she enjoyed herself, she didn’t 
feel it was worth it.
In 2014, the idea of Taboo began to emerge. At that time, 
McCormick was a 28-year-old mother when she went back to 
school at WKU to obtain a degree in entrepreneurship. She said 
the business world is constantly shifting, and in order to run her 
business effectively, she wanted to add more tools to her toolbox. 
McCormick was consistently taking over 16 hours every semester, 
and at one point she had to get her classes approved for trying to fit 
in so many hours at once.
During her time as an undergraduate, McCormick competed in 
numerous business competitions put on by WKU and the state, 
where she won, cumulatively, around $10,000.
Although a dream was turning into a reality, McCormick 
constantly had to face tough decisions regarding her time.
“I sacrificed not being around my kid, who is 6 right now, and I’m 
missing out because I’m doing this over here,” McCormick said. 
The father of McCormick’s child had a substantial role in making 
this process possible. She said he recognized how important the 
idea of Taboo was, and from there, he took on more parental 
responsibilities. 
“It’s beautiful, and it’s heartbreaking,” McCormick said. “It’s a 
constant battle. I want to be over here with my kid, but I really want 
to be over here (at Taboo). So, who do I choose?”
McCormick described entrepreneurship as a big mental battle 
— the first two attempts for Taboo were unsuccessful. Her first 
location on Russellville Road burned down, and the building in the 
second location on Old Morgantown Road was slowly deteriorating. 
McCormick said Taboo’s current location on 31 W Bypass is 
perfect.
When she is not teaching, McCormick spends her time working at 
a hotel in Bowling Green. Working the late shift, McCormick makes 
sure she gets done with errands before her shift in the afternoon, 
which includes cooking dinner for her son. Then she works at 
Taboo, where she spends the later parts of the night teaching up to 
three classes. On top of this load, finding enough sleep is crucial. 
McCormick said she was diagnosed with epilepsy three years 
ago, and it has caused her to focus on self-care. She said being an 
entrepreneur and a mom while having epilepsy is difficult because 
her medication slows her down.
“I’m fighting all of this right here! How do I keep going?” 
McCormick said. “My motto is, I want to impact as many people as 
I possibly can before I die.” 
Most of Taboo’s customers are women who range from 25 to 35 
years old, and a majority of them are mothers.
“I get a lot of women, but I also get the ones that you wouldn’t 
think would be in here,” McCormick said. “You get them all in here, 
with only nine poles? They start mixing and mingling and starting 
their own community of friends.”
McCormick believes the sexy classes she instructs, like the erotic 
pole class, chair and lap dance class, twerk class or heels class, are 
major confidence and empowerment boosters. She sometimes gets 
emotional when she pauses during a class and watches her clients. 
Her clients were sometimes weak and shy at the beginning, but by 
the time they get the hang of it, McCormick said they completely 
transform into someone they didn’t believe was possible. 
“A month ago, if I told them they were going to be swinging 
around the pole correctly, or climbing on the pole, sitting on it and 
leaning back with one hand, they would have told me I was out of 
my mind,” McCormick said. “They would have told me there’s no 
way.”
One client, Katie Thomas, expressed good thoughts about 
McCormick. 
“I love Sam,” she said. “She builds you up. You can spend 10 
minutes with her and see her passion. She is a very passionate 
person. You should see her at her son’s football games!”
Andrea Hinojoza, who attended one of McCormick’s pole 
dancing classes for the first time in early October, said she would 
be returning to take McCormick’s classes again. 
“There is nothing else but your own body — it’s so awesome,” 
she said. “She is such an open teacher, and she is very inclusive. 
If it’s not completely perfect, she is still cheering you on. She is so 
encouraging, and it’s so refreshing.”
June 25, 2020, will mark the fifth year of Taboo. McCormick’s 
end goal is to eventually franchise her business in other cities across 
Kentucky.  
“I am my brand,” McCormick said. “I am it. I stand for being 
free. I can still be a football mom. I can still be a loving mother. I 
can still be a good girlfriend. I can still be all of that with tattoos, 
and, maybe, tennis shoes one day and heels the next day. I live and 
breathe the example of what I am trying to tell my clients. This is 






From right to left to somewhere in between, there are political organizations on the Hill for students 
who want to voice their beliefs, and students align themselves with like-minded individuals within 
these groups. This photo story explores the inner workings of political involvement on WKU’s campus.
photo story by MORGAN BASS
LEFT: Spring Hill, Tenn., junior Elias Thompson and White House, Tenn., sophomore Julianna Lowe plan out their route for 
door-to-door campaigning for Andy Beshear on Oct. 5. “We’ve been doing this since the first week of August,” Lowe said. 
“It would be great to know that we were part of the campaign that turned Kentucky into a blue state.” Beshear, a Democrat 
who ran for the position of governor of Kentucky, won the election against incumbent Governor Matt Bevin on Nov. 5. 
BELOW: Jeb Veeck, member of the WKU College Republicans, leads the topic of discussion towards opinion on the 
possible impeachment of President Donald Trump on Oct. 8. “We try to get our feel of what are values are as a club at 
every meeting by talking about current issues,” Veeck said. 
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Kentucky State Representative in the 20th district Patti Minter, who is also a history professor at WKU, leads a discussion in her world history class on Oct. 25. “I’m not 
doing anything different in the classroom from 1993 when I started,” Minter said. “I’m here to teach people how to read sources about the past, understand them on their 
own terms, learn how to think critically about them, how to analyze them, and how to use evidence to make an argument. I think the thing that bothers me most about 
many contemporary political debates is that people need to understand why they think what they do. Regardless of your political beliefs, everyone needs to understand 
how to use evidence to make your argument, and if you can’t do that, maybe you need to rethink what you believe and why.” 
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Hendersonville, Tenn., junior Creeson Martin dials phone numbers of Kentucky voters for the Andy Beshear campaign on Oct. 3. “I came to volunteer because this 
is such an important race,” Martin said. “We have seen the public opinion shift against Matt Bevin, and if we can get him out of office, there’s a great chance that 
Kentucky can become a blue state for the presidential election next year.” 
ABOVE LEFT: Lexington freshman Ethan Wallace contributes to the discussion at the Young Democratic Socialists of America meeting on Oct. 2. Members of the 
YDSA discussed plans for organizing help for union protesters as well as a socialist movie night. ABOVE RIGHT: Sarah Alexcee, senior from Nashville, Tennessee, 
contributes to the discussion during the College Republicans meeting on Oct. 2. Knoxville, Tenn., senior Caroline Cavin, treasurer of the College Republicans, said she 
wants the group to be more inclusive. “We have a good idea and mindset, but we don’t have as large of a following as we would wish,” she said. “I want this group to 
be more inclusive, so you can figure out what you believe.”
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and my feet whisper on string 
cutting through sky 
a border drawn between 
heaven and earth 
I could lean my way into 
an angel party paradise 
which would be just perfect 
but I think I’d miss 
basement parties where the 
drums fill ears 
with angsty syrup 
until straight lines are unwalkable
if I teeter I may trip 
falling feet by the thousand 
lips smooching 
sun-kissed pavement 
hot with virgin yearning 
for dying and only 
God can save me now. 
POET’S STATEMENT: These are the thoughts of a tightrope walker having anxiety as they walk a line high above 
a city. Think the film “The Walk” if you could hear what he was maybe pondering as he walked.
I close my eyes
poem by NOAH POWERS photo illustration by BAILEY COOKE
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College students’ mental health is a “growing concern,”  according to a 2013 survey conducted 
by the American Psychological Association of college 
counseling center directors. WKU’s own Counseling 
Center is located on the fourth floor of Potter Hall 
among the cluster of administrative offices that 
occupy several buildings atop the Hill. It serves as a key 
resource for WKU students but faces some obstacles 
in its mission and limitations in its resources.
During the 2018-19 school year, 820 clients received 
counseling from the Counseling Center, according to 
statistics provided by the Counseling Center to the 
Talisman, and even more students have interacted with 
the Counseling Center through its outreach programs. 
According to its website, the Counseling Center 
offers outreach programs on various topics, such as 
stress management and LGBTQ+ issues to specific 
programming regarding mental health disorders such 
as major depression and generalized anxiety. 
Once people began to see mental health as important 
in the same way physical health is, WKU psychology 
professor Ronda Talley said “there was a movement to 
put mental health clinics in schools.”
Talley worked as a school psychologist at Jefferson 
County Public Schools for two decades and has taught 
counseling courses at WKU and Spalding University.
The WKU Counseling Center outlines its mission 
statement on its website: “The WKU Counseling 
Center is committed to promoting the academic 
mission of the university by providing a variety of 
psychological services to students that will augment 
recruitment, retention and graduation.”
When it comes to the qualities that produce a good 
university counseling program, Talley outlined four 
key elements: student and faculty awareness of the 
services, easy access to the services, having a variety 
of services available and the services being free of 
charge to students. Timing is one aspect of providing 
easy access, she said.
“There need to be times available that fit  with 
students’ schedules,” she said.
One factor that can affect scheduling is the number 
of counselors available. WKU currently has five 
staff members available to students for counseling, 
along with two interns, according to the Counseling 
Center’s Associate Director Karl Laves. Counselors 
are assigned to a student based on the student’s 
schedule and the availability of counselors. According 
to Fall 2018 enrollment data, WKU ranks second-to-
last among seven major public universities in Kentucky 
in terms of the ratio of students to counselors in the 
universities’ counseling centers.
WKU’s student-to-counselor ratio is 3,243 to 1, nearly 
twice the ratio recommended by the International 
Association of Counseling Services. None of the seven 
major public universities in Kentucky fall within the 
IACS’ recommended range, which is between 1,000 
and 1,500 students per counselor.
Laves said that wait times increase as the semester 
progresses. 
“It’s a moving target,” Laves said. “The first four 
weeks of this semester, your wait time was basically 
one day ... as the semester goes on and we take in 
more and more clients, it gets pushed out.” 
He said that wait times after the midpoint of 
the semester are usually about two weeks, while 
emergency services are always provided same-day. 
Louisville junior Alex Boyd first went to the Counseling 
Center in late April upon the recommendation of 
a friend who had been there before. Boyd sees his 
counselor every two weeks while he is at school. 
“I had a falling out with somebody close to me,” he 
said.
That drove him to seek counseling through the 
center.
“I’d never been in any kind of counseling or therapy,” 
Boyd said. “I just went in looking to see if I could get 
any sort of information, connecting dots that maybe I 
wasn’t making myself.” 
Boyd described the counseling process as a kind of 
“mental checkup,” where he and his counselor discuss 
how he’s doing at that particular moment and build off 
things discussed in previous sessions. 
SUPPLY AND 
Abby Baker, a junior from Nolensville, Tenn., said she had 
issues with the Counseling Center, including scheduling. 
Her various problems with it resulted in her getting a 
therapist outside of WKU, whom she says she likes a lot.
DEMAND
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“At the end, we try and set a goal, like a practice or how to 
think about something,” he said.
Boyd assessed his experience with the Counseling Center as 
largely positive. 
“I feel like I’ve definitely got what I wanted out of it so far,” 
he said. 
He said his appointments have been easy to fit into his 
schedule, and described his counselor as “very responsive, 
considerate and helpful.”
“The biggest thing is finding the right fit of which counselor 
you’re talking to,” he said. “One person isn’t for everybody. I 
know a few people who have 
seen the same counselor I 
see and didn’t have the same 
positive experience. They 
ended up finding someone 
more suited to them.”
Nolensville, Tennessee, junior 
Abby Baker first went to the 
counseling center during her 
first semester on campus and 
had appointments two to 
three times a month over the 
course of three months. She 
then decided to stop seeing her 
counselor on campus and find 
a private-practice therapist, she 
said.
She said at the beginning she 
was looking to talk through 
some of the anxiety and 
homesickness she was still 
struggling with.
Baker had also been 
diagnosed with obsessive-
compulsive disorder before she 
enrolled at WKU. She said OCD 
can manifest itself in many 
different ways, but for her it takes the form of “a lot of intrusive 
thoughts.” 
At the Counseling Center, Baker first encountered problems 
with scheduling. 
“My appointments ended up being at random times, either 
right before or right after my classes,” she said. “It was hard 
to figure out when I could go and see someone who I’d already 
been talking to.”
Baker said she stopped going to the Counseling Center after 
three months because her OCD worsened. 
“My intrusive thoughts got harder to handle,” she said.
She said she needed cognitive behavioral therapy. She had 
begun the therapy with her counselor, but she needed to go 
consistently. 
“I decided to find someone outside of school,” Baker said.
Cognitive behavioral therapy is a type of talk therapy during 
which the patient works with a therapist over several sessions 
to address problematic thoughts and behaviors, according to the 
Mayo Clinic.
Baker said the Counseling Center was able to help her in some 
ways. 
“My therapist was super 
sweet and very helpful for 
general things,” she said. 
However, she said she 
believes her specific needs 
exceeded what the Counseling 
Center was able to provide. 
“I needed fairly intensive 
therapy, and I don’t think that’s 
something they’re equipped 
to give,” she said. “They’re so 
overcrowded and so busy.”
Most students attend five 
sessions or fewer before they 
stop going to the Counseling 
Center, according to 
statistics provided by Laves. 
Nevertheless, Laves said there 
is no limit to the number of 
times a student can see a 
counselor at the center.
“We’re not trying to get rid of 
anybody,” he said, “But we’re 
always keeping an eye on how 
quickly we can help a student 
get back in the game.”
In terms of the Counseling 
Center’s limitations, Laves said there are some circumstances in 
which students would be better served elsewhere. 
“I think where we are probably more equipped are issues that 
don’t really have a diagnostic label,” he said. 
Laves said that the Counseling Center largely deals with issues 
of identity, career and relationships.
Laves said the Counseling Center is set up to see as many 
students that need to be seen. 
“The faster we stop meeting, the faster I can move on to 
somebody else,” he said. “It’s kind of a balancing act.” 
Alex Boyd, a junior from Louisville, has had a positive experience at the Counseling Center at WKU so far. Since April, he has gone to the 
Counseling Center every two weeks while in school, and he said it’s the best resource on campus for mental health. “I think that many people 
feel like they have no one to talk to, but the Counseling Center is a confidential place to put what you need to put out there and work through it 
with a professional,” Boyd said.





10,195 MOREHEAD STATE UNIVERSITY
9,454 MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY
15,815 EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
21,430 UNIVERSITY OF LOUISVILLE
3,243 to 1 WKUWKU
3,398 to 1 MOREHEADMOREHEAD
STUDENT-TO-COUNSELOR RATIONUMBER OF COUNSELORS
EKU 2,259 to 1 EKU
UofL 2,381 to 1 UofL
MURRAY 1,891 to 1 MURRAY
UK 2,084 to 1 UK
NKU 2,109 to 1 NKU
Data on student enrollment obtained from the National 
Center for Education Statistics. Staffing data retrieved from 
individual schools.
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C H A O S  A N D  
THE CALM
De’inara Carter, a junior from Louisville, checked herself into a mental health recovery center in Louisville for a week in January 2019 after struggling with anxiety 
and depression. “When I initially called 911, I was petrified,” Carter said. “I wasn’t sure where I was going or if I was returning home anytime soon. When I arrived at 
Wellspring, I had never felt so much peace.”
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C H A O S  A N D  
THE CALM
personal essay by DE’INARA CARTER photos by EMILY MOSES
I remember the 911 call as if it were yesterday. The sun 
hadn’t broken the horizon yet, and the January air, with its 
frigid touch, had never felt so chilling down the length of my 
spine. Clutching my knees, since they were the warmest thing 
in my reach, I briefly told the operator I felt like a wanderer, 
and I wished to walk through Louisville’s busy streets without 
any sense of direction. It had been three days since I slept, 
and the line between the conscious and the unconscious had 
merged in a way that I was uncertain of my own surroundings. 
I sat on my mother’s front porch questioning whether I was 
still alive or not. 
I’ve always been plagued by my own curiosity. My family 
always told me stories of how observant I was during my 
childhood. Raised in a predominantly black neighborhood 
on the outskirts of New Orleans, I witnessed the woes of 
my community at a very young age. I was deeply fascinated 
and disturbed by the pattern I saw — everyone seemed to 
avoid confiding in each other. Violence, like a lonely phantom, 
haunted every street corner, and fists met welcoming 
cheeks as if they were kisses. It was more than a physical 
phenomenon. The imbalance of my community is a result of 
historical oppression and the universal delusion that black 
skin is impenetrable. Words still punctured my skin like 
knives, and sharing my frivolous anxieties so openly baffled 
and frustrated my black friends in particular.  
There is nothing more terrifying than losing your 
imagination. It’s a visual playground that contorts to the 
reality that we perceive, recreating new images to cherish. 
The light, however, that illuminated my imagination had 
burned out, and my mind began to feel like a shell that held 
onto nothing. I cherished nothing.
Over the years, I saw myself following that same monotonous 
pattern I had witnessed in New Orleans. I slipped into the 
comfort of censoring my feelings. I had even abandoned 
journal writing — the medium I used to distance myself 
from my realities became a documentation of my sorrows, 
and I refused to pick up a pen. By the turn of this new year, 
I had stopped dreaming; I awoke from sleep that had been 
shrouded in darkness, and my dreamless nights made my days 
unbearable. While I often shy away from classifying myself as 
religious, I began to pray for a nightmare. 
Struggling with anxiety and depression since my elementary 
years, my inability to lead an active role in my life had posed 
greater problems than I could handle. My mother says I’m 
“sentimental” to my environment, assuming that the easiest 
solution to my anxiety and depression problems was to simply 
“get over it.” 
This was prevalent in my mother’s behavior — she reminded 
me how strong the female psyche was compared to a man’s 
and explained to me how this mentality allowed her to raise 
two daughters without the presence of a father. However, this 
encouragement failed to hinder my looming thoughts, and my 
inability to balance school, work and family made me look at 
my life in retrospect.
I came to the conclusion that although I had been raised by 
such a strong black woman, who played both roles of mother 
and father, I was still incapable of exhibiting that amount of 
strength in my own life. My knees buckled from an eight-hour 
“The most disrespected person in America is the black woman. 
The most unprotected person in America is the Black woman. 
The most neglected person in America is the Black woman.”
-MALCOLM X
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work day, and my heart palpitated at the sight of a failing 
grade that didn’t know how to remedy. I was an immobile 
mess, struck by the new responsibilities of my adulthood. 
I progressively withdrew myself away from the world 
around me and how others assumed I was supposed to 
react to my problems. I deflected every stressful situation 
that came my way, and I had not set any particular goals in 
my life. I was burdened by comments from white and black 
people alike, who both pointed out I talked too “white” 
and I didn’t have enough “black” in me. I felt as if I had 
disrespected my black community with my sensitivity, 
my lack of perseverance. I have always been classified as 
the “other” by strangers, like a new breed of black that 
threatened the status quo.  
Having a mother who is multiracial made these comments 
worse and more confusing — she embraced the privilege 
her lighter complexion granted her but still identified as 
black. She advocated for a social revolution in the black 
community but failed to be a part of it. My mother enjoyed 
the company of those closest to her skin tone, dividing the 
house into separate ideologies. The person who had loved 
me the most, who had good intentions buried inside her 
authoritative words, still couldn’t understand the pressures I 
faced as a black woman emerging into the world.
Silence became deafening. The playlists I created, with the 
dozens of songs that ignited small f lames within my chest, 
had been extinguished by the tears that I had shed. As my 
days quickly turned into nights, silence only seemed fitting, 
like a discordant embrace. I was spiraling again — only this 
time, I didn’t know where I’d end up.
I was immediately rushed to the University of Louisville 
Hospital psychiatric emergency room when the emergency 
medical technicians saw what state I was in. I was a 
vulnerable black woman who had no emotional support at 
home, and I was left in the hands of a city dominated by 
white — it was the color of the fluorescence that hung above 
my head while I sat in the hospital waiting room. It was the 
color of the walls that gazed at the bones that jutted out 
from my back, the woman in the corner of the room who 
claimed she saw her dead wife the night before. My presence 
felt off-putting and wrong, like a puzzle left unfinished, and I 
cursed myself for letting myself go off the deep end. 
“Where’s the black people?” I thought. “Am I that crazy?” 
Approximately 30% of African Americans receive mental 
treatment each year, compared to the United States average 
of 43%, according to the National Alliance on Mental 
Illness. In 2017, the alliance also concluded that 11% of 
African Americans had no form of health insurance. Also, 
according to a study published in 2014 by the National 
Institutes of Health, women are twice as likely as men to 
suffer from major depression. A separate study published by 
the National Institutes of Health in 2010 found that African 
American women face barriers in seeking mental health 
attention, including stigma, lack of access, social issues and 
limited availability of services.
These statistics illuminated themselves during my time at 
Wellspring, a crisis center in Louisville that assists individuals 
suffering from a mental episode and provides modes of 
mental stabilization. It was my home for a week, following 
my 911 call in the chill of January’s arms, and it was there 
that I recognized my true potential as an independent black 
woman. 
There was a woman who had always excluded herself in 
group meetings. She was a quiet soul whose stare could 
utter a thousand words. Instead of presenting her name for 
everyone to hear, she wanted people to resonate more with 
the stories she told. 
It wasn’t her first time voluntarily admitting herself 
at Wellspring. She considered herself emotionally stable 
without the company of her family, given the fact that they 
were the ones who always drove her back to insanity. We 
bonded through our conversations on the back patio, puffing 
on fresh Newports and reminiscing on much simpler times. 
She pegged herself as a “survivor,” that nameless lady, 
and referred to me in the same way. Although she had not 
reached full happiness, she was content to take the initiative 
to better herself, which was something she couldn’t say for 
her family.
Suffering from illnesses such as bipolar disorder and 
schizophrenia, she also felt like an outsider in her community. 
Her family denied seeking medical attention for their 
mental illnesses, and this encouraged the violence inside the 
household. During her abusive childhood, her father often 
insulted her based on the color of her skin. He depicted 
black women as frail and weak, subservient to men, and 
reflected these beliefs on his own daughter. However, she 
refused to view being a black woman as a curse. She refused 
to conform to the warped perception of her family. It was 
her mission to prove to them that they didn’t need to stay 
complacent in their narrow mindset, and that if she could 
survive the horrors that she endured inside the household, 
she could face any obstacle. 
“We live in a world that wasn’t made for us,” she said one 
morning, fidgeting with the spoon inside her coffee mug. 
“You don’t know how much power you have until you stop 
believing what everyone else is saying. If I had never gotten 
help for myself, I would be dead.”
I carry her words with me every day and the memory of 
her gapped smile when I shared my mental progress with 
her. I learned that everyone’s life was just as vivid as mine 
regardless of race and that I was not exempt from reaching 
out for help just because of the color of my skin. She has 
shown me that there is strength in vulnerability and that I 
could set an example for others who were trapped by the 
same delusions that ripped their communities apart. My 
dreams have never been filled with so much color and light. 
I have been set free.
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While at Wellspring, Carter said she realized there were people out there who cared about her more than she could imagine. Carter still struggles with anxiety and 
depression but has found better ways to cope. “While some days are better than others, I can look back and see how far I’ve come,” she said. 
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Shelby Mathews sits in her sensory room at her home in Morgantown on Sept. 12. Sensory rooms are 
filled with different lights and sounds to help calm down people who suffer from epilepsy. Mathews has 
dealt with Dravet Syndrome, a rare and severe form of epilepsy, since she was 4 months old.
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story and photos by ZANE MEYER-THORNTON
IN THE 
Shelby Mathews is a 13-year-old girl who lives in Morgantown with her 
mom, dogs, chickens, peacocks and a potbelly pig. She was diagnosed 
with Dravet syndrome, a rare form of epilepsy that children develop 
within the first year of life, when she was 4 months old. Most of the 
time, children experience developmental issues once the seizures begin, 
and they have to be on medications for their entire lives, according to the 
Dravet Foundation. 
“She has been on every kind of anti-epileptic drug,” said Mathews’ 
mother, Kristin Wilcox. “She started taking valium at 4 months of age. 
Just nothing was working.” 
In June 2018, a new medication called Epidiolex was approved by the 
Food and Drug Administration to specifically treat Dravet syndrome and 
another similar form of epilepsy called Lennox-Gastaut syndrome in 
children 2 years of age and older. Epidiolex is an antiepileptic drug derived 
from CBD found in marijuana. Unlike THC, CBD has no psychoactive 
properties, so users do not experience the euphoric high that is often 
equated with marijuana use. Mathews began taking Epidiolex in February 
2016.
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“In addition to another important treatment option for 
Lennox-Gastaut patients, this first-ever approval of a drug 
specifically for Dravet patients will provide a significant and 
needed improvement in the therapeutic approach to caring for 
people with this condition,” said Billy Dunn, director of the 
FDA’s Center for Drug Evaluation Research, in a 2019 news 
release.
However, Epidiolex has a lengthy list of side effects including, 
but not limited to: sleepiness, lethargy, loss of appetite, loss of 
sleep and diarrhea, along with the typical side effects of anti-
epileptic medication like depression, suicidal thoughts and panic 
attacks, according to a report by the division for neurology at 
the Hospital for Sick Children in Canada.
Furthermore, THC has the potential to be a better 
anticonvulsant treatment than CBD, according to a study 
conducted by the Division of Neurology at the Hospital for Sick 
Children in Toronto. This is because THC directly bonds to the 
CB1 receptors in a person’s brain, which spreads its effects 
throughout the central nervous system. CBD, on the other hand, 
goes through the 
bloodstream, and 
the body reacts to it 
much like any other 
metabolite.





according to the 
same study. These 
receptors take the 
substance and 
disperse it to the 
entire body at a 
much faster rate than 
if one were to consume it. 
When asked about a preferred alternative treatment to 
Epidiolex, Wilcox said she would prefer a treatment with a 
higher amount of THC. 
Dravet syndrome is just one of many diseases where THC 
can be used as a treatment. The sedating and hunger-inducing 
qualities provide relief for other illnesses and side effects 
caused by traditional treatments.
Kentucky is one of the 17 states that have not legalized 
medical marijuana, according to the Defense Information 
Systems Agency.
One man who was looking to change this fact was Robert 
Conway, who ran for Kentucky’s Commissioner of Agriculture 
but lost to incumbent commissioner Republican Ryan Quarles in 
the Nov. 5 election. Conway said he believes medical marijuana 
helps people, so it wasn’t something he wanted deprived of 
them. 
“Why would you not want to do something to help people 
that need help?” Conway said before the election. “Whether 
it’s face addiction or cancer. If there’s something out there that 
would make your life a little bit better, a little less painful, little 
more tolerant, sun a little brighter, why wouldn’t you want to do 
it? That makes it political. It’s a moral issue.”
Conway is an eighth-generation farmer and said the farming 
lifestyle means everything to him. His farm has been in his 
family since 1782, and his wife’s farm has been in her family 
since 1870. He aims to allow every farmer, no matter how big 
or small, to be able to grow one acre of medicinal marijuana.
Kentucky Republican State Sen. Dan Seum, who has 
represented the 38th District since 1995, publicized his 
marijuana use when he was diagnosed with cancer seven years 
ago. In a Jan. 9 WKYT video of a news conference, Seum said 
that doctors gave him a “nice bottle of Oxycontin” to treat the 
pain of his chemotherapy.
“I threw it in the garbage can and went home and smoked 
a joint,” he said in the video. “And guess what? No nausea. I 
was able to function while I was going through the treatment. 
It was during the 
legislation, I did not 
miss a day due to 
the nausea of the 
cancer.”
Some of his 
colleagues don’t 
hold the same 
attitude toward 
medicinal marijuana.
“I just want to 
slow down a little 
bit, make sure we’re 
doing things right,” 
said Kentucky 
Republican State 
Rep. Kimberly Moser 
in a Kentucky Health News article in early 2019. Following this 
statement, she said that currently approved medications follow 
very strict guidelines that she believes are not yet in place for 
medicinal marijuana. 
States like California, Oregon, and Washington have had 
legalized medicinal marijuana since the ‘90s. Shannon Stacy, 
the executive director of the Alliance for Innovative Medicine, 
said it works to help get provide safe access to medical 
cannabis and influence Kentucky’s legislature. This includes 
their support of House Bill 163, which supports the legalization 
of medical marijuana.
HB 163 has 53 co-sponsors, or supporters, in the state’s 
House of Representatives, Stacy said. The bill would have a 
harder time passing through the state Senate, where it would 
face more opposition. However, the 2019 legislative session 
ended before a vote could be taken in the House, but Alliance 
for Innovative Medicine hopes for more support and a different 
result during this upcoming year, Stacy said. 
“If there’s something out there 
that would make your life a little 
bit better, a little less painful, 
little more tolerant, sun a little 
brighter, why wouldn’t you 
want to do it? 
- Robert Conway
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Nichole Nimmo picks cherry tomatoes from her garden in Canmer on Sept. 18. Nimmo suffers from polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis, a form of 
arthritis where five or more joints are affected. She cares for her garden to ensure she has fresh produce and gets exercise, both activities recommended 
by her doctors. 
Furthermore, U.S. Republican Senate Majority Leader Mitch 
McConnell of Kentucky said he has no plans to legalize hemp’s 
“illicit cousin.” In a The Hill video from May 8, 2018, McConnell 
said hemp and marijuana are “two entirely separate plants.” 
However, according to the Congressional Research Service, 
hemp contains trace amounts — no more than 0.3% — of THC. 
Nichole Nimmo has used THC for medical purposes. She was 
diagnosed with polyarticular juvenile rheumatoid arthritis when 
she was 13 years old. Unlike other forms of arthritis, people with 
polyarticular arthritis have five or more joints affected by arthritis. 
Nimmo was able to control her disease until she was 25, but things 
eventually took a turn. 
“Unfortunately, the disease makes you three times more likely 
to be diagnosed with a blood-borne cancer, and the medications 
increase that risk,” Nimmo said. “In 2013, I was diagnosed with 
mixed cellularity Hodgkin lymphoma. In other words, it was a 
combination of the medications and my biology.” 
Nimmo would then face more doctors, more medications and 
more pain. The pains of chemotherapy treatment turned out to 
be the straw that broke the camel’s back and led Nimmo to take 
matters into her own hands.
Nimmo’s husband, Jordan Shirley, started cultivating marijuana 
for her to use as treatment when her physical health was deficient. 
During her chemotherapy treatment, Nimmo was prescribed nine 
medications to take daily. However she was able to use cannabis to 
replace eight of them. “I was extremely fatigued, no appetite, and 
cannabis was able to give me an appetite, actually quiet the pain I 
was going through,” Nimmo said. 
This plan of action was effective until they received a knock on 
the door late one night. 
“We were sitting down for the season finale of Fargo season two. 
Nine o’clock on a Monday,” Shirley said. 
That’s when they were greeted by two Kentucky State Troopers. 
The officers were able to gain inside access to their home due to a 
miscommunication — Nimmo said she made a comment about it 
being cold and windy, which was taken as an invitation to come 
inside. They were quickly followed by two other officers who were 
looking around the premises. In the home, the officers asked to 
see the couple’s hydroponics setup, which they use for growing 
produce. Without a response, Shirley said the officers followed him 
to the basement. Once the two were separated, the officers took it 
upon themselves to start searching the property. 
Eventually, this led to threats being made by the officers, who were 
yelling at the couple to disclose the location of their contraband, 
Shirley said. While the couple knew that the officers didn’t actually 
know of any illegal substances, they left one small bud with a long 
stem out. The length of the stem was the reason the police believed 
they were growing it. This was all the officers needed to conduct a 
search of the residency.
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Once the search began, Shirley said it didn’t 
take long for the officers to find the entrance 
to the couple’s cistern, an underground room 
usually used for water storage that they were 
using to grow and cultivate the marijuana.
This led to both of their arrests and was the 
start of an uphill legal battle.
After being processed at the station, Nimmo 
was denied her medication. Her total stay lasted 
22 hours, during which she missed two doses of 
the non-cannabis medicine she was taking. 
“They pull me out of general population and 
stick me in a drunk tank by myself for two 
hours,” Nimmo said. “It’s just me, a camera on 
the wall, a stainless steel toilet and my mattress 
on the floor.”
This type of room is typically used to monitor 
inmates who might go into withdrawal or 
overdose, Shirley said.
As soon as they were released, the couple 
returned home so Nimmo could take her 
medicine, which she vomited up right before 
falling asleep for the night. This wasn’t the 
end of the couple’s problems. They had to pay 
$13,000 in post court-related fees that caused 
them both to get second jobs and borrow $9,000 
from friends and family. Along with this, they 
both had personal battles to deal with. 
“I gained 35 pounds that year,” Nimmo said. 
“Within the month of this happening, I had to go 
back on steroids, back on antidepressants, back 
on anti-inflammatories.” 
Physicians don’t like Nimmo taking anti-
inflammatories because they raise her blood 
pressure, but she did not have a choice, she said.
“I pissed the bed a week after we got arrested,” 
Shirley said. “I haven’t done that since I was 
a kid. I woke up from a nightmare of the cops 
looking in my window, and I was trying to piss. 
So, I literally woke up pissing all over myself.” 
Even while dealing with this situation, Nimmo 
said she acknowledged her privilege in the 
situation. 
“All of my friends who are African American, 
people of color — we wouldn’t be having this 
conversation if I wasn’t a white, educated 
woman,” she said. “That’s fucked up, but true.”
Nimmo must lead a healthy lifestyle to keep up 
with her disease. She grows a variety of fruits 
and vegetables so she always has fresh food to 
eat, and she said working in the garden is a good 
form of exercise for her. Along with this, she also 
volunteers her time at an organization called 
First Descents, where she goes on adventure-
based activities such as white-water rafting 
with people who are facing cancer or other life-
threatening illnesses. 
She said it all comes from a place of love and 
understanding. 
“In my case, I lost my healthcare in the middle 
of chemo treatments,” Nimmo said. “Losing 
a career to a degenerative disease, having 
my home raided and being ostracized and 
humiliated by my community for looking for a 
medical alternative — I wanna make sure that 
doesn’t happen to other people.” 
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Nichole Nimmo (left) and her husband Jordan Shirley talk in their living room in Canmer on Sept. 18. The couple was arrested in this 
room one night and have faced struggles stemming from the arrest in forms of financial debts and post traumatic stress. “I shut off 
the cable immediately,” Nimmo said. “No more Fargo. I filed paperwork to have my student loans deferred. I took a second job. He 
took a second job. We’ve borrowed a total of $9,000 from family and friends to help us stay.”
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META-MOM
story by NICOLE CHRISTENSEN photo by MAGGIE HAUN 
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When walking inside Green Earth Stones Metaphysical Center, there is a strong scent of candles, incense and essential oils, 
with smells ranging from apple pie to the Norse god Thor. Crystals sit in 
piles on glass shelves that fill the center of the space. Different spiritual 
elements, including books, statues, tarot cards and oracle cards, line 
bookshelves in the back. 
Green Earth Stones, located in a strip mall on the 31 W Bypass along 
with Firehouse Pizza and Baskin-Robbins, is “one-of-a-kind” in this town, 
said sophomore Lauren Brown, whose mother owns the store. People 
often visit Green Earth Stones because it’s not the type of store they 
would think to encounter in a smaller town like Bowling Green since it 
has a more niche focus, Lauren said.
Kathryn Brown, the owner of Green Earth Stones, was born in 
Lancashire, Great Britain, and spent most of her life in Cumbria, also 
known as the Lake District. She said she moved to Bowling Green 16 
years ago because of her husband, leaving behind all of her family in 
Great Britain to start her own here.
Kathryn said she originally worked in an office for 10 years but found 
the work was not for her — she wanted to blaze her own trail and be her 
own boss. She had always been interested in spirituality and metaphysics, 
which are popular in Great Britain.
“We’re all the same, yet we’re all so different, and one of those 
differences is spirituality,” Kathryn said. “It’s always been a fascination 
of mine.”
Kathryn said she is a natural medium, meaning someone who can 
communicate between the living and the dead. She said at around 8 or 9 
years old, she lived in an old house that had lots of spiritual activity, and 
she became interested in meditation practice through studying martial 
arts as a child.
Green Earth Stones opened as an online store in 2008 on 
greenearthstones.com, which is still a functioning website, and Kathryn 
originally balanced the website with her office job. It sold mostly crystals, 
incense and smudge blends, which are mixtures of loose herbs that are 
burnt, Kathryn said.
The online store kept growing, which Kathryn said gave her the 
opportunity to expand. Kathryn had always wanted to open a retail store.
“This kinda sounds corny, but even as a little girl, I always wanted to be 
a shop owner,” she said.
Kathryn has seen a few other people attempt to open metaphysical 
shops in Bowling Green and fail within a year or two. Green Earth 
Stones’ retail store has been open for seven years now.
“My little shop has brought home the importance of small business and 
micro-communities and bringing like-minded people together,” Kathryn 
said. “There’s a big importance on how that affects community — my 
shop affects the community in a small way, but it’s a very positive way.”
 Kathryn said she did not want people to just come in and shop at her 
store — she wanted them to feel as though they could come at any point 
just to de-stress and get help along their spiritual paths. At times, people 
come in who have had stressful days and just want a space to meditate 
and “zen out” for a bit.
“A huge percentage of people that come through the door always say 
they could just spend the entire day here,” Lauren said. 
Green Earth Stones also has many classes and events for customers, 
including tarot card readings, group meditation, yoga classes, a book club 
and Reiki, a practice through which a practitioner channels energy into a 
patient through touch and heals or restores them.
“Everybody that comes through my door has been absolutely lovely,” 
Kathryn said. “I think they get a sense of what I’m about and what my 
shop’s about, and I don’t care what walk of life you’re from or what 
spiritual path you have or have not — that’s irrelevant.”
One customer who said she developed a deep connection with Green 
Earth Stones is Kelly Lamastus, who now works at the store on Saturday 
evenings.
Lamastus has another full-time job throughout the week but said 
working three hours every Saturday evening restores her mentally.
“This job is what feeds my passion — feeds my soul, basically,” she 
said.
Green Earth Stones has allowed Lamastus to accept herself as an 
empath, which is someone who feels other people’s emotions as deeply 
as their own. Sometimes, she has found it difficult to connect with other 
people as an empath since she feels everything for everyone else, but it 
is difficult for others to understand her emotions to the same intensity.
“I feel so different much of the time,” Lamastus said. “I feel everybody 
else’s stuff and help everyone else, but then it feels like, when it’s me, I’m 
kinda out there by myself.”
She grew up in a religious Christian household where relatives like her 
mother and grandmother told her that being an empath was not natural, 
but rather different in a bad way. She said she was always curious about 
that side of herself but did not look into it for a while. 
Accepting her identity as an empath has both blessed and empowered 
her, she said.
“Honestly it has really helped me,” Lamastus said. “It has allowed me 
to be me.”
Lamastus said Kathryn helps everyone who comes into Green Earth 
Stones. They try to help customers find ways and products to reduce their 
stress or continue developing their spirituality.
“So many people are seeking and are on different spiritual paths, and 
what I have noticed about the shop is it has a wonderful way of bringing 
people with such diverse backgrounds together, and there’s a common 
thread that runs through us all,” Kathryn said.
Kathryn said some of the customers call her their “meta-mom,” which 
is short for metaphysical mom.
“If you’ve got a metaphysical shop, you’re not in it to make a ton of 
money,” Kathryn said. “I’m doing what brings me joy.”
At Green Earth Stones, there are many different types of crystals 
offered. Kathryn said many start with the seven chakras, which are the 
seven points on the body where energy goes through, from crown to 
root, as the first essential crystals.
“I always tell people just to walk around the shop and see what 
intuitively you’re drawn to or just what catches your eye,” Kathryn said.
Blues and greens are relaxing colors, and those stones can especially 
help de-stress, something many college students might need, Kathryn 
said.
“I don’t have these grandeur visions of having this big metaphysical 
center,” Kathryn said. “What I’ve got here, my little shop, brings me joy 
in life, and it allows me to do what I want to do, and it’s as simple as that.”
Kathryn Brown is in her 16th year of living in Bowling Green and her seventh year of owning Green Earth Stones’ retail store. “Even as a little girl, I always wanted 
to be a shop owner,” Kathryn said. “I wanted to be my own business person and I loved metaphysics, how people are all the same but still all so different. What else 
better to do than do what I love? So I gave it a crack and a go and here I am.”
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Class. Eat. Study. Work. Friends. Party. Repeat. Days on and beyond the Hill are a balancing act for each student. 
Talisman photographers set out to document the hustle and bustle of student life in October.
photo story by TALISMAN PHOTO STAFF
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BELOW: The Big Red Marching Band rehearses in Houchens-Smith Stadium for WKU’s Homecoming. “You guys are a part of a really long tradition at WKU,” 
said Allen Kennedy, visiting associate director of bands and director of the Big Red Marching Band. “You are the pride of the Hilltoppers!”  (Photo by Alex 
Baumgarten)  OPPOSITE TOP: Louisville senior Emma Overstreet waves her red towel while cheering on her sorority, Chi Omega, during the Homecoming 
games on Oct. 16. Louisville junior Abby Miles, Homecoming chair for Phi Mu, said Homecoming is about spirit. “Homecoming in general is about showing 
spirit for WKU,” Miles said. “It’s a great way to bring all of the Greek organizations on campus together to spread the spirit.” (Photo by Morgan Bass) 
OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Props are scattered throughout Houchens-Smith Stadium during the Homecoming game rehearsal. The Big Red Marching Band 







LEFT: Jasper, Ind., junior Carter Gentry participates in the FarmHouse fraternity’s annual philanthropy: leukemia lymphoma and Be 
the Match Foundation. Gentry talked to his older fraternity brothers and decided to be part of the event to show support and show 
awareness. (Photo by Jordan Matthis) RIGHT: Berea junior Noah Pike throws a football with friends outside of Baptist Campus Ministries 
on Homecoming day. Members of BCM grilled hotdogs and hamburgers while waiting for people to show up to the tailgate. “My favorite 
part of Homecoming is when people who have graduated come back to visit us,” said Bowling Green junior Zach Gibbs, who was also at 








OPPOSITE TOP: Two men swim laps in the Bill Powell Natatorium in WKU’s Preston Center at 6:15 a.m. Preston opens every morning on weekdays at 6 a.m. and is 
open until 11 p.m., and its weekend hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday from 1 to 11 p.m. (Photo by Maggie Haun) OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Wheelchair 
basketball is an annual event in the WKU Preston Center. Students and faculty gather to play a scrimmage on Oct. 15 at 6 p.m. “In official wheelchair basketball, you 
don’t have to actually be in a wheelchair,” said Matt Davis, assistant director of the Student Accessibility Resource Center and coordinator of the event. “You must 
have some sort of medical condition that doesn’t allow you to play normal basketball.” (Photo by Emma Steele) ABOVE: Sherrie Guthrie, a member of Hillvue Heights 
Church, hands out free barbecue sandwiches in Centennial Mall on Oct. 16  to people on WKU’s campus with HillvueU, the university ministry of Hillvue Heights 




ABOVE: From left to right, Bowling 
Green freshman Grace Ray, Shelbyville 
junior Alexis Miller and Prospect senior 
Chloe Chandler tailgate at South Lawn 
with their sorority, Alpha Gamma Delta, 
on homecoming day at WKU. Chandler 
said they enjoy Homecoming because 
they love to “show up and show out for 
the Tops!”  (Photo by Alex Baumgarten) 
RIGHT: Jacob Ward, a sophomore from 
Hartford who is in the music education 
program, practices trumpet on Oct. 
16. “The music kids are pretty much 
roaming FAC day and night,” Ward said. 
It’s always eating and class and practice 





ABOVE: Louisville sophomore Kirsten 
Alexa is a desk assistant at Douglas 
Keen Hall and works an early morning 
shift from 4 to 7 a.m. “I do love this 
job — it’s not a bad job,” Alexa said. 
“I guess I just take this shift because 
it works better with my classes than 
others because they are later in the day. 
I wouldn’t be doing this job if I wasn’t 
a paid thing.” (Photo by Maggie Haun) 
LEFT: Nashville resident Abel Hingel 
takes a swing at the punching bag game 
in Hilligan’s Sports Bar & Grill on Oct. 
5. Hingel has often visited Bowling 
Green to spend time with his brother 






Nashville band Parrotfish plays at 
Tidball’s on Oct. 19. They were 
opening for the Bowling Green-
based band, Dan Luke and the Raid’s 
release of their album ‘Out Of The 





OPPOSITE TOP: Thursday, Oct. 17 marked the beginning of WKU’s 2019 Homecoming Celebration. That Friday, students, faculty and local Bowling Green families 
gathered to watch the annual parade. This year’s theme was Decades of Spirit, which aimed to focus on honoring WKU’s history since it was founded in 1906. 
(Photo by Emma Steele) OPPOSITE BOTTOM: Officer Chris Duke of the Bowling Green Police Department weighs out marijuana confiscated for evidence after 
a traffic stop on Oct. 19. “The majority of the calls I make during this shift is drug related,” Duke said. (Photo by Morgan Bass) ABOVE: Columbia freshman Ali 
Burton gazes at his computer screen during a 9 a.m. problem solving and programming class in Snell Hall on Oct. 21. In this class, students learn to encode data 






You are the driving force of most things you 
take part in — the engine always humming 
in the background. That makes you essential 
to any team, but remember to use your head 
before you commit to something. No, not 
like a battering ram. Please. You might get a 
concussion. Take a physical education class 
next semester.
It can be hard for you to find the balance 
between pushing yourself too hard and letting 
yourself off the hook when you really should 
be pushing harder. You’re either working until 
4 a.m. or “treating yourself” by sleeping until 
noon and then ordering a pizza all for yourself. 
Moderation is the key. Take a finance class next 
semester.
You have a keen understanding of what 
makes people tick. You know how to work 
others to your advantage, which makes life 
a lot easier for you. Just be sure to use your 
powers for good; we don’t need you wielding 
your mind-control powers against us on your 
way to world domination. Take a painting class 
next semester.
You might feel like your life isn’t fully in 
control, but you’re really on top of it most 
of the time. You know what you want; you 
go for it, and you tend to succeed at it! Just 
resist the temptation to manage the lives of 
your loved ones, too. Yes, they remember 
that they have a doctor’s appointment. 
Stop texting them. Take a yoga class next 
semester.
You have put effort into cultivating a 
fulfilling social life, and you have a good, 
trustworthy circle of friends. So enjoy that! 
Remember it’s likely they are not conspiring 
to destroy your entire life at your first sign of 
vulnerability. Probably. Take an astronomy 
class next semester.
You have worked hard to make a good 
life for yourself, and you’re certainly on 
the road to success. It’s OK to be optimistic 
about your future! You are not going to 
attract some kind of curse if you admit that 
you’ve got it pretty good right now. You’re 
already taking enough classes.






Oct. 23–Nov. 21 Nov. 22–Dec. 21
horoscopes by DILLON MCCORMICK illustrations by MADALYN STACK 
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CANCER LEO VIRGO
You understand your emotions better than 
most, which helps you live life more fully. 
However, you sometimes put up a front. Don’t 
be afraid to show others all sides of your 
personality, even the weird ones! OK, maybe 
not the weirdest sides. It’s OK to have some 
secrets. Take a creative writing class next 
semester.
You are a very capable person, and 
you are proud of all your knowledge and 
accomplishments. As you should be! But even 
people like you can be wrong sometimes, and 
it’s important to admit when that happens. 
And before you pick up the phone to call my 
editor and complain, remember — I only said 
you’re wrong some of the time. Take an acting 
class next semester.
You are always a hard worker, which means 
you do most things pretty well. It’s important, 
though, to give yourself time away from 
work to relax and recharge. No, this is not 
permission to drop out and start a new life in 
California. Just, like, take a bath or something. 
Take an animal science class next semester.
You have a great sense of humor, which 
makes you the kind of person everyone 
wants to hang out with. You’re honest 
too, which makes you a great friend! One 
thing you could work on is being more 
diplomatic. Sure, it’s both funny and honest 
to point out someone’s bad new haircut, but 
they probably don’t want to hear about it. 
Take a music class next semester.
June 21–July 22 July 23–Aug. 22 Aug. 23–Sept.22
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22–Jan. 19
People think you’re effortlessly cool, but 
really, you put a whole lot of effort into it. 
Keep it up, but don’t let your desire to be 
hip rule your entire life. Even the most die-
hard indie fans can enjoy some bubblegum 
pop every once in a while. Take an art 
history class next semester.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 20–Feb. 18
You are a compassionate person, so 
sometimes you might feel like you need to 
help out every struggling person you come 
across. Most people are capable of helping 
themselves though, so it’s OK to enjoy time 
alone without being responsible to anybody 
else. Express yourself through something as 
soft as you are, like electric piano music. 




playlist and art by EMMA STEELE 
Listen to the full playlist on: 
WKUTalisman.com/Balance
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Check out another story related to  
balance on our website!
WKUTALISMAN.COM/MARK-DOGGETT/
WKU ENGINEERING PROFESSOR IS BALLROOM-DANCE TEACHER AND  
SHARPSHOOTER BY NIGHT
Mark Doggett is an engineering professor, marksman and ballroom-dance teacher, and he finds posture, precision  
and balance are essential to both dance and sharpshooting. Read this story and more on WKUTalisman.com
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